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Abstract
Intellectually normal young children learn to request
absent but needed objects which they are able to name.
The primary focus of my study of child language in
context was to assess the motivational effect of
operation or stimulus preference on Lhe rate of toy
request acquisition and the formation of stimulus
classes (stimulus equivalences) .

Of 13 21- to 37-

month-old day-care children screened for generalized
request responses

(novel requests) , 1 girl and 4 boys

participated in the training program because they were
unable to request.

Two of 4 children who completed

training showed some support for the effect of
preference for two two-stimulus operations on request
response acquisition.

All 4 children emitted novel

requests to generalization probes following request
acquisition criterion for one most and one least
preferred stimulus.

Preference had no observable

effect on generalization of requesting to untrained
stimuli.

Additionally, I assessed and compared the

cognitive-linguistic and adaptive-social maturity of
those 5 children who were unable and those 8 who were
able to request during preliminary request screening.
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The trained children tended to have a greater
difference between their measured receptive and
expressive language skills, and also they tended to
have slightly lower scores on the Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales:

Communication, Daily Living Skills,

Socialization, and Motor Skills Domains.

I also tested

the efficacy of a natural language paradigm using a
distributed skills trial sequence with interspersed
trials of known-items as an extension of Tidwell's
(1986) matching-to-sample, errorless learning
procedure.

Four within-subject replicati o ns of

successful operation, name, and request ac q uisition are
reported across 8 operations in support of his response
chain methodology.

I suggest that a battery of most of

the developmental measures and request screening and
training procedures tested in my study might be used by
behavioral interventionists to assess and remediate
delayed and/or inappropriate requesting among young
normally developing children in a day-care setting.
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Child Language:

The Emergence of Vocal Requests

for Absent Objects as a Function of Preferred
Operations and/or Stimuli
The primary focus of the present child language
study was the function of most and least preferred
two-stimulus activities as motivational variables
related to request response induction.

I examined the

motivational dimension of context in requesting of
absent but needed stimulus objects across 4
intellectually normal toddler-age and 2-year-old
children in a day-care setting.
to extend Tidwell's

My study was designed

(1986) experimental analysis of

generalized vocal requesting in preschoolers by
testing the idea that the rate of request acquisition
and generalization might be a function of operation
and/or stimulus preference among very young children.
In addition to the main purpose of my study, I
conducted a correlational investigation of the
cognitive-linguistic and social or adaptive behavior
dimensions of language development among 13 children
who were suggested for request screening by their
teachers. Since context sensitivity is a universal
feature of language, I assessed these dimensions of
language in context.

Those which Prutting (1982) has

identified as important to the study of language from
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a functionalist perspective include
the cognitive and social context (knowledge of the
physical world and the social world including the
setting, the communicative partner, and the rules
for interaction), the physical context (perceptual
properties of people and objects), the linguistic
context (prior, co-occurring, and post verbal
behavior used in composing and interpreting
communication) , and the nonlinguistic context
(nonverbal and paralinguistic behavior in
generating and interpreting meaning)

(p. 125) .

Prutting's emphasis on the centrality of context
suggested that the enhancement or suppression of
requesting behavior in child language might also be
integrally related to the broader conceptualization of
general normative levels of children's cognitive
development and social maturity (Glietman, 1981).
Language researchers have investigated vocal and
nonvocal requesting of absent but needed objects
across developmentally disabled, delayed, and normal
individuals.

These studies have involved the use of

various operant procedures including stimulus
deprivation conditions and response chain methods in
varied matching-to-sample training and testing
paradigms.

Previous research findings suggest that
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vocal requesting as a form of functional

(expressive)

symbol or word use is motivated to some extent by the
speaker's desire to obtain absent but needed objects
in order to participate in or complete intrinsically
reinforcing activities or receive extrinsic
reinforcement.

Based on direct observation of problem

behaviors among young children in day-care settings,
it seemed reasonable to consider the correlation
between communication and child behavior problems.
Carr and Durand (1985) proposed a communication
hypothesis suggesting that "behavior problems may
function as acts to request specific reinforcers that
are socially mediated"

(p. 124) .

I conducted preliminary assessments of receptive
and expressive language development and adaptive
behavior, followed by an assessment of children's
individual differences in preference across selected
child-preferred arrays of stimulus objects and twostimulus operations.

Operation and/or stimulus

preferences were empirically determined using a
combination of forced-choice, paired-comparison, and
preference scaling procedures.

Relatively most and

least preferred operations, names of the respective
associated stimuli, and requests for those stimuli
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associated with most and least preferred response chains
were trained.

The differential rate was observed at

which toddler-age children learned to perform twostimulus operations, to name the stimulus objects, and
to request those objects when they were absent but
needed in order to participate in the established
operations.

Individual developmental differences and

variation in the rate of request acquisition and concept
formation were analyzed as a function of relative
preference for the task stimuli.

Multidimensional

aspects of context were discussed and suggested as
correlates of individual differences in the emergence of
generalized requesting among young children.
Environmental Control
Skinner (1957) presented a unique theoretical
analysis of human verbal behavior, stating that a
child's initial vocabulary develops according to the
principles of reinforcement.
interpretation of

language~

In his systematic
Skinner proposed that

language is related to and based on the integration of
past and present environmental events.

"He concentrates

on and interprets controls on [this] complex type of
human behavior specifically mediated by other humans
whose actions reinforce the speaker's behavior; and [he]
isolates this type under the rubric of 'verbal
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behavior'"

(Vargas, 1986, p. 130).

MacCorquodale

(1970) described Skinner's rationale by saying that,
Skinner's "Verbal Behavior'' is an analysis of
speech in terms of its "controlling relations"
which include the speaker's current motivational
state, his current stimulus circumstances, his
past reinforcements, and his genetic constitution.
Skinner has accepted the constraints of natural
science in his basic analytical apparatus in that
all of its terms are empirically defined.

And he

intends to account only for the objective
dimensions of verbal behavior and to invoke only
objective, nonmentalistic and nonhypothetical
entities to account for it . . . . Skinner's
stratagem is to find plausible referents in the
speech episode for the laws and terms of his
explanatory system:

stimulus, response,

reinforcement, and motivation (pp. 83-85) .
Skinner (1957) distinguished several kinds of
verbal behavior according to principles of
reinforcement.

Among these are the use of words that

refer to, name, or

~

objects or events and words

that ask for, request, or IDQfrd various reinforcing
stimuli or circumstances.

The request or

ID£nd
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response form is very closely related to what has
previously functioned as reinforcement for such
responses.

In other words, the IDQlld is a type of

verbal behavior in which the response form is
controlled by what the speaker wants from a listener
who is predisposed to comply (Michael, 1983b) .
Sundberg notes that "the common sense term 'want' is
used in identifying momentary effective reinforcement
for an individual, so a IDQnd is considered a type of
behavior whose form is determined by what the speaker
wants"

(1980, p. 35) .

An overview of the theoretical

properties of the events considered by Skinner (1957),
Michael (1982a), and Sundberg

(~983a)

to be the basic

nonverbal and verbal events that control various
classes of verbal behavior is shown in Table 1.
Skinner's terminology, mand

and~'

will not be

subsequently used in this paper, but request and

~

will be used as equivalents for these types of verbal
behavior.
Little is known about how requests emerge in
children's vocal language .

For example, Skinner (1980)

describes "the possible origin of requesting as being
through unlearned responses or refle x es, such as
sucking and crying.

J
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Table 1
Skinner's

Elementar~

Nonverbal and Verbal Relationships:

Operation. Echoic. Tact. and Mand·

Antecedent Stimuli
(Controlling Variables)

Behavior
(Response)

Reinforcement
(Consequence)

RECEPTIVE DOMAIN

Nonverbal stimuli and/or
Operation
Social, Educational,
verbal stimuli:
SD'S
(compliance)
and/or Facilitative
usually requests (mands), [e.g., performance
instructions,& objects
of nonverbal tasks]

EXPRESSIVE DOMAIN

Verbal Stimulus:

SD

liiLh point-to-point

Echoic
(copy/imitate)

Social, Educational,
and/or Facilitative

.Ts!tl.
(refer/name)

Social Educational,
and/or Facilitative

similarity [descriptive
vocal stimulus that is
matched by vocal response]

Nonverbal Stimulus : SD
without a clear physical
similarity to its name
(object, action, or
property)

Establishing Operation: EO
Mand
[deprivation or aversive
(ask/request)
stimulation] motivational
or establishing stimu l i

Specified thing or
action manded
[correlated with
the topography of
the request or mand]

"Theoretical properties slightly modified by Michael (1982b, cf.
Sundberg, 1983a); Sundberg (1980, p. 12); Tidwell (1986, p. 6).
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These responses develop into vocal behavior in a
primitive verbal system that could be established, for
e x ample, as a mother responds to her hungry baby's
sucking sounds or crying by putting the hungry infant
to her breast"

(p. 29).

Thus, the mother effectively

reinforces her baby's vocalizations, and the hungry
baby rapidly acquires a request similar in topography
(i.e., vocal form & mode) to the original unconditioned
sucking or crying.

In other words, even the infant's

and the very young child's vocalizations often function
to satisfy a want or need which is characteristically
followed by parental attention.

"Observers of child

behavior generally agree that crying gives way to more
sophisticated forms of communication [e.g., pointing,
tugging, uttering 'Juice!' to request a drink] .
Although the topography of requesting behavior changes
from birth to adulthood, the behavior functions to call
for specific consequences from the environment"

(Warren

& Rogers-Warren, 1985, p. 165).
Sundberg (1983a) describes vocal request
behaviors as developing in young children in a twostage conditioning process.

First, parents, day care

providers, or teachers become effective, conditioned
reinforcers, acquiring their reinforcing effectiveness
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from being paired with unconditioned and conditioned
forms of reinforcement such as food and comfort.
Second, children also tend to be reinforced by the
similarity of their vocal responses to the
vocalizations of the caregiver.

In other words,

Sundberg suggests that certain sounds, phonemes, sound
good to children because they resemble or match the
vocalizations of reinforcing people in their lives.
Most understandably, prelinguistic children are
sensitive to one-to-one interactions and to gratifying
conditions.

A large number of caregivers' questions,

such as "Want some juice?" "Do you want your mommy?"
"Would you like to play" and "Do you need a pencil?"
provide a framework for the formation of "name-like"
requests.

Consequently, young children's responses to

such inquiries are likely to include a label or name
and would necessarily be requests, such as "Juice!"
"Mornmy!" "Play!" or "Pencil!"

(Sundberg, 1982).

These

commonly observed single-word utterances best reflect
the ways in which normally developing toddlers first
begin to describe and later extend to request th i ngs.
Initially, the single-word utterance "Juice'' is likely
to be interpreted as the child's reference to or name
for the liquid.

The listener would most likely respond
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verbally with some generalized reinforcement by saying,
"That's right,

'juice'," thereby showing approval and

reassurance for correctness.

In effect, the child's

subsequent extension to the request "Milk!" most likely
represents a shortened version of something like "Want
milk" or "Milk, please" or "I want some milk," to which
the listener would respond by giving milk to the child.
Based on observations of mothers and children talking
together, Bruner (1983) claimed that "of all forms of
language use, requesting is bound to be the one most
deeply enmeshed in context.

. the object of a request

is to get somebody to deliver the goods . . . . The
goods are in the real world, not only in language.
[He considers requesting] a rich topic in the study of
pragmatics,

[but also notes] that there is a surprising

lack of normative research on the acquisition of acts
of requesting"

(p. 91) .

Skinner believes that an analysis of functional
human speaking and listening repertoires will show that
requests occur under motivational conditions in which a
stimulus requested satisfies the current motivational
condit ions of the person making the request (Michael,
1985a) .

"It is sometimes convenient to refer to this

relation by saying that a mand [request]
its reinforcement"

'specifies'

(Skinner, 1957, p. 36); that
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reinforcement is stimulus-specific (Litt & Schreibman,
1981), as well as response-specific (Hewett, 1965).
Skinner claims that in the context of a speaker-listener
interchange or total verbal episode, a request response
"is characteristically reinforced in a given way" . . .
[and that] "its likelihood of appearing in the behavior
of the speaker is a function of deprivation associated
with that reinforcement"

(p. 35).

For e x ample, if a

thirsty child asks for water, the request is likely to
be reinforced when the child receives a drink of water.
Motivation and Language Acquisition
Requests for objects are commonly thought to be
directly under environmental control by motivational
variables:

triggered by antecedent situational cues,

evoked by deprivation,

and maintained by stimulus-

specific and/or response-specific reinforcement.
Skinner (1957) described the request as a behavior "in
which the response is reinforced by a characteristic
consequence and is therefore under the functional
control of relevant conditions of deprivation or
aversive stimulation"

(p. 30).

Additionally, Skinne r

(1957) claimed that "any information regarding the
relative frequency of reinforcement of a given verbal
community is obviously valuable in predicting mand
[request] behavior"

(p. 30) .

These common sense
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statements suggest a focus on environmental deprivation
or preference or aversiveness of stimuli, and on an
individual's relevant history of reinforcement within
an experimental analysis of the motivational influence
of stimulus preference on request behavior.
Until very recently the role of motivation seems
to have been unclear in behavioristic explanations of
the emergence of speech.

Sundberg (1983b)

stated that

"the operant paradigm is usually described as a three
term relation between antecedents, behavior, and
consequences.

Motivation, however, is a fourth

variable which should be included in any analysis of
behavior"

(p. 9).

Although the concept of

reinforcement partially addresses motivational factors,
Michael (1985d) concludes that "behavior is jointly a
function of at least two broad factors:
motivation.

knowledge and

Consequently, for any particular behavior

to occur one must 'know how' to do something and 'want'
to do it"

(p. 1).

Sundberg (1983b) has also suggested

that "verbal behavior consists of re l ations between
controlling variables and behavior, and that
motivational variables are what make consequences
effective, which in turn are responsible for bringing
behavior under the control of specific stimuli"

(p. 9).
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As a direct result of his concerns about the lack
of refinement in behavioral theory of human motivation,
Michael (1982b, 1983a, 1985a) has proposed the concept
of an establishing operation (EO) as a key to
understanding the motivational qualities of
reinforcers.

An establishing operation (EO), a

motivational variable, is an evocative environmental
event or stimulus condition which affects an organism
(a) by momentarily altering the reinforcing or
punishing effectiveness of other events, stimuli, or
objects; and (b) by momentarily . altering the strength
of those parts of the organism's repertoire that have
been reinforced or punished by those events, stimuli,
or objects.

The first effect could be called a

"value-altering" effect with "value" referring to the
effectiveness of something as a form of reinforcement.
Michael (1982b; 1983b; 1984; 1985b, 1985c, 1985d)
has argued that stimuli become motivationally effective
when they are objects within an operation that
establishes them as reinforcers or punishers.
words,

In other

events, operations, and/or objects alter the

''strength" of that part of a person's verbal behavior
that has been followed by those events and/or stimulus
objects as reinforcement.

For example, if a child has

learned to color with a crayon on paper, the child
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might be expected to pick up a crayon and color if both
a crayon and paper were present.

However, when either

the crayon or the paper is missing, the child's
behavior would necessarily be quite different.

The

absence of one of two objects associated with coloring
is an establishing operation (EO) and it would affect
the probability of a request as a unit of behavior
(Michael, 1985e).

Quite simply, the absence of one of

two objects associated or correlated with a reinforcing
activity presents an establishing operation, a
motivational variable which makes that absent object
momentarily more valuable, and thereby increasing the
child's tendency to say "Crayon!" "Where is a crayon?"
or "I need a crayon."
Michael (1983b) has also made a distinction
between the evocative effects of stimuli, those
typically seen immediately after a stimulus change, and
the repertoire-altering effects of stimuli, stimuli not
identified with any specific instance of behavior, but
rather with the changed capacity for future evocative
effects.

For example, when a piece of paper is present

and when a child attempts to engage in coloring without
a crayon, the child's behavior is altered.

The child's

behavior is altered because (1) a state of deprivation
for a crayon exists, and (2)

in the past the child has
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learned behaviors that lead to obtaining a crayon.

One

of these behaviors could be to request help from an
adult caretaker by saying something like, "I need a
crayon."

Michael refers to an operation that serves to

establish crayons and paper as motivational or
reinforcing stimuli:

an establishing operation.

Why?

When a crayon is missing, a child who requests help
from an adult to find a crayon is customarily
reinforced by receiving a crayon as a consequence of
the request.
Evidence suggests that a single utterance, such
as "Crayon." or "Crayon!," can serve as either a
label or name for an object and as a request for that
object when it is needed or missing.

The

environmental variables that control one class of
behavior, however, do not necessarily control the
other,

"unless response situations have some elements

in common to sustain a form of generalization from one
to another"

(MacCorquodale, 1979, p. 834).

Suppose a

child has been asked to make a drawing and i s handed a
piece of paper, but nothing with which to draw.

If

the child knows the name crayon he will not
necessarily request a crayon by saying "Crayon,
please," nor could one assume that the child who knows
the name for paper would, if given a crayon but no
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paper, request a piece of paper by saying "Paper,
please."

The child might do several things-- search

for paper, grab another child's paper, color on the
tabletop without paper, simply use the crayon to make
fantasy drawings in the air, or ask for paper by
saying, "Paper, please."

Transfer of stimulus control

from the name to the request repertoire is not
necessarily automatic.
It is commonly agreed that . among very young or
language deficient children, specific training is
necessary in order to develop and/or to strengthen
each of the verbal operants involving the same
response form or word (Guess, Keough, & Sailor, 1978).
For example, development of the response "Crayon" as a
name for an object is generally independent of the
response "Crayon!" or "Crayon, please." as a request
for the same object.

Independence e x ists between

names and requests for the same objects because names
for objects are controlled by antecedent stimuli and
general reinforcement, such as social praise for
correctness.

Recent e xperimental research findings

suggest that a child who is able to name an object,
"Crayon," will not necessarily use the same word to
request that object when it is missing and needed to
engage in and complete an operation and/or to obtain
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social reinforcement (Hall, 1979; Lamarre & Holland,
1985; Lee, 1981 & 1983; Sundberg, 1980 & 1982;
Tidwell, 1986).

Training of several different

e x amples or instances of requesting as a class of
behavior (e.g., requesting absent but needed objects)
may be needed to ensure that request responding is
controlled by all of the "properties"

(Becker, 1971;

Charlop, Schreibman, & Thibodeau, 1985; Simic &
Bucher, 1980; Skinner, 1957) shared by the request
response class (e.g., specifying by name and receiving
an absent but needed object) .
Formation of Classes of Equivalent Stimuli
Devany, Hayes, and Nelson (1986) recently stated
that "relatively little work has been done to show why
or how words come to function as symbols [in verbal
humans] . . . or how humans map words into internal
concepts"

(p. 243).

The notion of teaching and

talk i ng about concepts and operations "is directly
related to the concept of a 'generalized response
class' as introduced by Bear and Sherman in 1964"
(cited in Becker, 1971, p. 412).

The method by which

such induction might occur was illustrated by Becker,
Engelmann, and Thomas (1975) and has been demonstrated
as a result of research conducted by Sidman and Tailby
(1982) to see how mediated associations might play a
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role in concept acquisition with human subjects.
However, in conducting research with normally
developing preschoolers, language-able retarded, and
language-disabled retarded (with no spontaneous
productive speech) children matched according to
mental age, Devany et al.,

(1986) have supported the

view that stimulus equivalence is a phenomenon with
relevance to language.

Although they were unable to

determine the exact nature of the relation between
stimulus equivalence and language ability, they
reported that stimulus equivalence was found in normal
children as young as 25 months and in retarded children
with speech, but it was not evidenced in retarded
children with no spontaneous productive speech.
Additionally, research results reported by Sidman and
Tailby (1982), Sidman (1986), and Goldstein, Angelo, and
Wetherby (1987) indicate support for the view that
stimulus equivalence or equivalence class formation is
relevant to word use and recombinative generalization or
generalized response classes in human language.

Hayes

(1986) viewed stimulus equivalence as "the result of an
ability to respond to relationships between arbitrary
stimuli . . .

[and to learn] a 'relational' or

'synonymic' frame which can be brought to bear on new
stimulus e x amples"

(p. 356).
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In his e xperimental analysis of the role of
stimulus classes and response classes in the
development of generative requesting of absent
objects, Tidwell (1985) explored the possibility of
using a training paradigm to establish multiple
stimulus control (a complex aspect of the social/
verbal conte xt) .

He (1) first taught children to

vocalize a number of stimulus object labels or names,
then (2) to perform a number of operations using pairs
of these stimulus objects, then (3) to vocalize
imitatively and spontaneously requests for one of the
stimulus objects in a two-stimulus operation in its
absence in order to complete that operation.

Children

were repeatedly tested for maintained labels and
generalized requests by requiring them to vocally name
objects and to request the other absent stimulus
object in the same operation and to request absent
stimuli in other established operations.
For example, Tidwell used nonverbal task stimuli
(e.g., Ring & Post) wh i ch theoretically became
equivalent members of a stimulus class as the
"Stacking" stimulus class or concept was developed in
an operation training condition.

In the request

training condition for "Stacking" a conditioned
establishing operation (EO) was developed as described
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by Michael (1985) .

In other words, the child learned

through an imitation reinforcement procedure when
asked to "Stack" in the presence of "Ring" and in the
absence of "Post", how to specify what would function
as reinforcement at the time (i.e., obtaining "Post"
in order to complete the operation) .

A request

response, "Ring, please." was elicited under multiple
control of deprivation, verbal, and nonverbal
establishing stimuli [e.g., the verbal instruction to
place plastic rings on a plastic post, "Stack.",
the absence/deprivation of one nonverbal stimulus
(a plastic ring), an echoic prompt, "Say,

'Ring,

please.'", and the presence of one nonverbal stimulus
(a plastic post)].

In the subsequent request probe

condition, the other stimulus object (a plastic post)
was withheld when the child was asked to "Stack."
When the child requested the absent object (a plastic
post) spontaneously it seemed reasonable to assume
that the response was then controlled by
motivational variables as well as by the verbal
instruction to "Stack." in the presence of an
equivalent stimulus (a plastic ring) .

However, in

Tidwell's (1986) study it appeared that some of the
children acquired an initial request more quickly when
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they seemed to prefer or enjoy an operation; and it
appeared that some requested novel preferred play
objects more readily than novel less preferred play
objects.

In other words, stimulus equivalences may

not have formed in order to expand the network of
relations.

Operation and/or stimulus preference was

not specifically assessed in Tidwell's study.
It seems likely that children would learn to
request preferred objects or objects used to perform
preferred operations more readily than objects needed
to engage in less preferred ones and that teaching of
spontaneous and generalized requesting would be
enhanced by the use of preferred operations and/or
preferred stimulus objects.

That is, a child may have

a greater tendency to ask for things that she or he
needs or wants to participate in a preferred activity
(Charlop et al., 1985) and a child may perceive the
two stimuli as if they were integrally related or
synonymous.

It also seems that the emergence of

spontaneous requesting would be even more likely once
a child learned that she or he could produce a
stimulus change for which the reinforcing value had
been established (Hart & Risley, 1974; Hewett, 1965;
Hubbell, 1977; Hung, 1980; Karlan & Lloyd, 1983).
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After being shown how to use a magnet to attract
a metal washer, a child's choice responses could be
observed in order to determine her or his interest in
the activity or operation as compared to interest in
other available operations (Ferrari & Harris, 1981;
Filler, 1973; Karlan, 1980; Saunders & Sailor, 1979).
A child could then be taught to name the washer and
the magnet; subsequently, the child could be given a
magnet without a metal washer and asked to perform the
task of picking up the metal washer.

As suggested by

Skinner (1982), a contrived situation such as this
might induce a child to request a missing metal washer
or, at least, increase the probability that a child
would request the missing object in order to "play a
preferred game"

(Conant, Budoff, & Hecht, 1983) .

In

this training context, it seems likely that the
relational frame for a trained request would e xtend to
another relational frame as a novel request for the
other stimulus.
Sailor

Or, as Hunt, Goetz, Alwell, and

(1986) and others have suggested, preferred

operations and stimuli within a condition of
deprivation may combine "additively" to account for
the rapid emergence and generalization of request
responses (Halle, 1986; Neef, Walters, & Egel, 1984;
Reichle, Rogers, & Barrett, 1984; Sundberg, 1982).
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Response Generalization
Development of generalized or novel requests for
objects for which names are known is not necessarily
automatic.

Although a child may have learned to ask

for an absent but needed crayon when instructed to
color on a piece of paper in the absence of a crayon,
there is no assurance that the child will request a
piece of paper when given a crayon and asked to color.
A request response may be dependent on the degree of
stimulus control by a class of nonverbal stimuli
(associated objects) in addition to the trainer's
verbal instructions.

Tidwell (1986) reported that

training to request absent but needed objects did not
generalize automatically to novel objects associated
with less preferred consequent events or activities.
In other words, requests for operations and/or objects
are most likely to be controlled by what people want,
as well as by the reinforcement they have learned to
expect from their verbal community (Hall, 1979;
Lamarre & Holland, 1985; Lee, 1981; Sundberg, 1980;
Tidwell, 1986).

Request response generalization may

be further facilitated by the fact that r e quest
behavior is likely to produce specific reinforcing
consequences (e.g, preferred activities and/or
objects, and social reinforcement)

(Charlop et al.,

1985; Hart & Risley, 1974; Hewett, 1965; Hung, 1980;
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Peterson, 1968; Simic & Bucher, 1980).

Response

generalization is also more likely if the behavior
taught is taught in a "natural language paradigm" with
stimulus events and contingencies that closely
approximate the child's natural environment

(Culatta &

Horn, 1982; Harris, 1975; Koegel & Mentis, 1985; Neff
et al., 1984; Stokes

&

Bear, 1977).

Preference as a Motivational Indicator
Alpert and Rogers-Warren (1985) feel that "a
primary task of the language interventionist is to
identify the reinforcers that may motivate the child
to learn"

(p. 141) .

Numerous types of reinforcing

stimuli have proven effective, but there is little
evidence that specific types are universally more
effective than others
Koegel, 1977) .

(Rincover, Newsom, Lovaas, &

Since the request specifies its

reinforcer, "reinforcers are by definition
individualized to the child. . .

[and] efficient and

natural reinforcement contingencies are needed to
max imize the efficacy of a mand [request] training
procedure"
Hewett
stimuli

(Koegel & Williams, 1980, p. 538) .
(1965)

studied the effects of preferred

(e.g., candy, music, light, and games) or

escape or avoidance of nonpreferred or aversive
isolation and darkness) stimuli as motivational

(e.g.,
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variables in the development and generalization of the
request form of verbal behavior.

Hewett used

response-specific reinforcers to successfully teach a
4 1/2-year-old autistic boy to name objects, to make
requests, and to spontaneously use meaningful
language.

Hewett claimed that the child "learned to

value and use word symbols.

He also generalized an

experimentally acquired vocabulary to the larger
environment and used it to verbally express his needs
(e.g.,

'I want toilet.' or 'I want water.')"

(p. 935).

Hewett's study served as a springboard for a number of
behavioral investigations linking the reinforcer to
the discriminative properties of the stimulus.
Hart & Risley (1974) used preschool materials to
modify the language of disadvantaged children whenever
children selected and sought preschool play materials.
They were prompted and required to ask for those
materials by name.

This method proved to be effective

in establishing the request speech form in the
children's spontaneous vocabularies and in improving
their interaction with peers and teache rs.

Hung

(1980, p. 140) stated that "in practice, mand
[request] training may involve explicit analysis and
control of specific reinforcers."

The child should
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have the opportunity to choose antecedent stimulus
objects in order to facilitate learning and
generalization of behavior.

Favorable response-

reinforcer contingencies would be expected to improve
the general level of motivation in children with
related gains in the acquisition, generalization, and
maintenance of language.
Karlan (1980) examined the effects of relative
preference for objects and the performance levels
achieved by 14 severely or profoundly handicapped
students (a maximum MA given of 12.4 months with no
expressive language) on the Object Permanence and
Means/Ends scales of a sensimotor assessment
instrument.

Karlan (1980)

found that

(a) relatively stable preference rankings could
be obtained in repeated stimulus/operation
preference measures;

(b) high preference

objects/operations resulted in higher motivation
to perform, and hence, at higher levels on each
scale;

(c) motivation i s a potentially large

source of variance in performance;

(d) and it i s

likely that motivation also varies greatly as a
result of variance in extrinsic and intrinsic
courses of motivation (p. 174).
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The results of Karlan's study demonstrated in two
ways that the population examined was influenced by
intrinsic reinforcement.

First, Karlan considered

preference itself to be a measure of differential
intrinsic reinforcement value.

All students were found

to have demonstratable preferences that were also
highly consistent over short periods of time.

Second,

he noted that when objects having opposing intrinsic
motivational value were used in the administration of
the two scales of sensimotor development, significantly
greater scores were found in the Object Permanence
scale administrations or Means/Ends administrations
when relatively most preferred objects were used.
Hunt et al.,

(1986) used an interrupted behavior

chain strategy to teach generalized communication
responses to 3 severely mentally retarded 6 and 7 yearold-children (estimated MA 9-14 months) .

The function

of the communication response trained was to teach
students to request either an item or the assistance
that was necessary for completion of a behavior
sequence.

This study " p rovided evidence that newly

acquired responses could be brought under the control
of a set of stimuli that shared common characteristics
across a variety ·Of interrupted routine contexts,
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thereby promoting generalized behavior"
1986, p. 5).

(Hunt et al.,

Each sequence was evaluated on two

dimensions; these served as operational definitions of
high motivation for task completion (1) by evaluating
subject's attempts to complete the behavior sequence
when it was interrupted, and (2) by evaluating the
degree of frustration shown during the interruptions in
the sequence by removing an item needed to complete the
response chain.
The behavior sequences used in the above study
were ones which seemed to be preferred by the students.
Independent observers judged an average level of
frustration from moderate to high among the students as
they were observed attempting to complete interrupted
chains.

Generalization occurred when a novel context

was interrupted because stimuli that were controlling
the request response in one sequence shared
characteristics with the controlling stimuli in the
other sequences.

The experimental results demonstrated

that for each of the 3 students, the communicative
functions and the response forms required for selection
of the appropriate content for each response acquired
within one behavior chain context were generalized
without further instruction to sequences where request
training had not occurred.
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Tidwell (1986) reported in his study of requesting
behavior among 4 preschoolers that when a child learned
to spontaneously name stimulus objects and to complete
an operation or a two-stimulus response chain using the
objects, the child did not necessarily request either
of the objects in their absence.

Children who learned

to spontaneously request (unprompted) an object in its
absence did not request the second object of the
established two-stimulus operation.

It appeared that

the absence or deprivation of an object needed to
complete an established operation was not necessarily a
sufficient motivational condition for a child to
request it in order to complete an established
operation.
In Tidwell's (1986) experimental analysis of the
role of stimulus classes in the development of
generative requesting of absent objects, the
possibility of using a training paradigm to establish
multiple stimulus control was explored by (1) first
teaching a number of stimulus object labels, then (2)
teaching a number of operations using pairs of the
stimulus objects, then (3) teaching how to imitatively
request one of the stimulus objects of a two-stimulus
operation in its absence in order to complete that
operation, and finally

(4) probing/testing for the
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emergence of generative requesting of the other (novel)
absent stimulus object in the same conditioned
operation.

Theoretically, Tidwell established stimulus

control as described by Michael (1985a) through use of
establishing stimuli (verbal and nonverbal) within a
conditioned establishing operation (EO) .
My study was specifically designed to analyze the
motivational effect of relatively preferred operations
and/or stimuli on the development of requesting
behavior.

The hypothesis tested was that relatively

most preferred operations and/or the associated more
preferred stimulus objects would provide the
motivational impetus to develop requesting behavior at
a greater rate than was reported in Tidwell's (1986)
study.

On the basis of this assumption, normal young

children's differences in preference for operations
and/or stimulus objects needed to be isolated.

Then,

the effects of individual preferences could be observed
as a function of the rate at which spontaneous requests
were learned and generative requests for novel stimuli
emerged for relatively preferred stimulus objects.
The present study also reports a follow-up
investigation to establish the generality of procedures
used in Tidwell's (1986) analysis of the role of
stimulus classes in generative requesting of absent but
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needed objects across chronological age groups.
Tidwell's general procedure was replicated across a
group of younger, toddler-age and two-year-old,
children who were trained to perform operations, to
name, and to request stimulus objects.

The matching-

to-sample in an immediate prompt and graduated timedelay errorless learning procedure, as used by Tidwell,
was extended to combine training of operations and
names concurrently, to train pairs of requests in
alternating trials, and to probe for generalized
requests with concurrently operating baselines.
The primary purpose of the present study was to
assess the relative motivational effects of operation
and/or stimulus object preference on the emergence and
generative production of children's requests for
absent but needed objects when instructed to complete
established operations.

An empirical analysis of most

preferred operations and/or associated more preferred
stimulus objects and least preferred operations and/or
associated less preferred stimulus objects was
conducted.

Preference analyses were repeated over

time in order to assess the motivational properties of
currently preferred operations and/or stimuli in
developing the concept of requesting absent but needed
objects.
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A second purpose of this investigation was to
present comparative language developmental profiles of
children who could successfully request needed objects
with and without training.

Measurement of receptive

and e xpressive language development and adaptive
b e havioral skills was undertaken for all children who
were screened for requesting.

Diffe rences between

those children who did and did not request during
preliminary screening in the present investigation
could be useful in identifying potentially language
and/or socially delayed children (Glieitman, 1981;
Harris & Ferrari, 1983) .
A tertiary purpose of this study was a
reaffirmation of the functional independence of names
and requests as verbal operants (Hall, 1979; Sundberg,
1980; Tidwell, 1956) .

That is, words (crayon & paper)

learned as labels or names are not automatically
available as a r e quests; and an instruction, such as
"Color." responded to by engaging in a coloring
activity as a listener (receptive behavior) in the
presence of a crayon and paper, is not automatically
responded to as a speaker (expressive behavior) when
one of the objects is absent.

In other words, a

request does not develop collateral to the development
of a label or name, as a request specifies its
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reinforcer and is controlled by the consequences
specific to the response, rather than by a generalized
reinforcer (Lamarre & Holland, 1985; Lee, 1981) .
Method
Brief Overview
Throughout this paper the terms request and name
are understood to be equivalent in meaning with
Skinner's terms illQfiQ

and~'

respectively.

Tidwell's (1986) study with preschool children
e x amined the effective development of generative or
generalized vocal requests for missing but needed
stimulus objects.

He employed a procedure utilizing

operant conditioning techniques contrived to teach
operations (response chains), to teach names for
objects, and to induce requests for those objects.
The present systematic replication was conducted not
only to assess the motivational effects of relatively
preferred stimuli, but also to establish the
generality of the effectiveness of the procedure
across trainers and normally developing very young
children.

·The younger children were taught to perform

several two-stimulus operations which seemed to be
more preferred by Tidwell's preschoolers, taught to
name the associated stimulus objects, and later tested
for generalized vocal requests for those objects when
they were withheld.
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Standardized instruments were employed to obtain
measures of receptive and e xpressive language and to
assess the communication, daily living, socialization,
and motor skills domains of all potential
participants.

Mean length of utterance (MLU) was

measured as an additional indicator of the level and
complexity of expressive language usage of those
children who were selected to participate in the
study.

Most importantly, individualized stimulus and

operation preference analyses were conducted in order
to empirically determine children's most preferred and
least preferred operations and/or stimuli as the
primary independent variable.
The following table sets forth a detailed
outline of preliminary assessment phases and subphases
of procedures (Table 2) .

Each child was taught to use

two more preferred stimulus objects in a relatively
most preferred operation, to use two less preferred
stimulus objects in a relatively least preferred
operation, and to name those four stimuli.

The same

stimuli were used as items in multiple sets of
request/name/request probe trials.

These probe trials

tested for the presence and/or emergence of
generalized request responses for absent stimuli
within individualized most and least preferred
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Table 2
Preliminary Phases to Screen Toddlers and 2-Year-Olds
for Requesting of Absent But Needed Stimuli. to Assess
Communication and Social Skills. and to Conduct
Stimulus and Operation Preference Analyses
PHASES & PROCEDURES
1.

PBEASSESSMENT
(a) Submitted a cover letter explaining the nature of the study and an
informed consent form to the child's parentis
(b) Conducted an environmental inventory of the child's activity-based
activity and stimulus preferences
(c) Assisted the teacher in the selection of two two-stimulus operations
assumed by the experimenter to be child-preferred, situation-, and ageappropriate to screen for generalized requesting behavior
(d) Instructed and assessed motor and vocal imitative or matching-to-sample
tasks
2. SCREENING AND SELECTING PARTICIPANTS
(a) Conducted concurrent operation and name training of two two-stimulus
operations
(b) Conducted 12-trial prebaseline sets of request/name/request probe trials;
if necessary, retrained names and repeated a set of request/name/request
probe trials
(c) Selected a participant on the child's inability to request stimulus
objects by name when those objects were absent but needed to engage in
and to complete established two-stimulus operations
3 . DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
(a) Administered the Gardner (1985) Receptive One-Word Picture VocabulakY
~ (ROWPVT)
(b) Administered the Gardner (1979) E:xpressive One-Word Picture VocabulakY
~ (EOWPVT)
(c) Administered Sparrow et al. (1984) Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
Cint. ed.l--rev. of the Edgar A. Doll vineland Social Maturity Scale
(d) Measured Brown's (1973); Tyack & Gottsleben's (1974) Mean Length
of Utterance (MLU)
4. STIMULUS AND OPERATION PREFERENCE ANALYSES
(a) Averaged and rank-ordered the amount of time a child had a hand on a
stimulus object during a time sampling of free-play (i.e., scaled stimuli
from more preferred [MP] to less [LP] stimuli)
(b) Averaged and rank-ordered a relatively most and least preferred stimulus
scale based on a time sampling of hand-object contact during parallel
play with modelled two-stimulus operations
(c) Repeated operation preference (OP) measures with averaged and rankordered frequency of forced-choice responses across all possible
pairs of two-stimulus operations (i.e., ranked operations from most
preferred [MP1-MP2] to least preferred [LP1-LP2] operation
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established operations (i.e., novel requests for
untrained toys) .

These probe trials also tested for

known and/or maintained names for those stimulus
objects prior to and following name and operation and
request intervention phases.

The first intervention

phase was conducted to concurrently train the child to
perform one most preferred and one least preferred
operation and to refer to by name those stimulus
objects used in each of the operations.

The second

and primary intervention phase was conducted to train
the child to request by name one absent but needed
more preferred stimulus associated with the child's
most preferred operation and one absent but needed
less preferred stimulus associated with the child's
least preferred operation.

The child was induced to

request those stimuli in order to participate in and
to complete learned operations when asked to do so, by
deliberately withholding one stimulus object and
providing the child with a grammatical rule.

The rule

was an immediate vocal or echoic prompt to request the
needed stimulus (i.e., telling the child to request
the absent stimulus object by imitating the phrase,
"'Name of the object, please.'").

Refer to Table 3 to

see the progression and an overview of the major
intervention phases and procedures involving multiple
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Table 3
Request Probe and Intervention Phases to Train
Operations and Names and to Assess the Emergence of
Generalized Requests for Relatively Most and Least
Preferred Absent Stimulus Objects
PHASES & MANIPULATIONS
Al

BASELINE PROBES FOR REQUESTS AND NAMES
Probe trials to test for requests and/or names of four stimulus objects
due to previous learning and/or association with operations or stimuli
in operation preference analyses (OPl &/or OP2)

BC' TRAINING OF OPERATIONS AND NAMES
Concurrent motor training of two currently most/least preferred
operations (MP1-MP2 & LP1-LP2) and training of four names for the
associated stimuli (MPl, MP2, LPl, & LP2)
A2

BASELINE PROBES FOR REQUESTS AND NAMES
Probe trials to test for collateral development of requests due to
operation preference analyses (OPl & OP2) and/or name training and for
maintenance of established names of four stirruli (MPl, MP2, LPl, & LP2)
associated with most/least preferred established operations

OP 3 REPEATED OPERATION PREfERENCE liNALXSIS
Test of the current motivational value of the established most/least
preferred operation (MP1-MP2 & LP1-LP2); If a child's operation
preference changed after Phase BC' , then BC" was added and was
preceded by another set of Phase A request/name/request probe trials
A3 BASELINE PROBES FOR REQUESTS AND NAMES
Probe trials to test for collateral development of requests due to
operation preference analyses (OPl, OP2, &/or OP3) and/or name training
and for maintenance of established names of four stimuli (MPl, MP2,
LPl, & LP2) associated with most/least preferred established operations
BC" TRAINING OF OPERATIONS AND NAMES
Concurrent motor training of two currently most /least preferred
operations (MP1-MP2 & LP1-LP2) and training of four names for the
associated stimuli (MPl, MP2, LPl, LP2)
A4 BASELINE PROBES FOR REQUESTS AND NA..l1ES
Probe trials to test for collateral development of requests due to
operation preference analyses (OPl, OP2, &/or OP3) and/or name training
and for maintenance of established names of four stimuli (MPl, MP2, LPl,
& LP2) associated with most/least preferred established operations
D

TRAINING OF REQUESTS FOR ONE MP AND ONE LP STIMQLI
Concurrent alternated request training trials for one MP object and
one LP object for which the names and associated most/least preferred
operations were established

AS BASELINE PROBES FOR REQUESTS AND NAMES
Probe trials to test for maintenance of established requests and names
and for generalized requests for untrained stimuli within each
established relatively most/least preferred operation
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sets of request generalization probe trials across
directly instructed imitative or matching-to-sample
training trials in an A-BC-A-OP3-A-D-A fashion.

The

present study was conducted as a within-subject
comparative analysis of the rate of development of the
concept of requesting absent but needed more and less
preferred stimuli associated with most and least
preferred two-stimulus operations.

Repeated

preference analyses were administered in order to
determine operation preference, to ensure that
preference remained stable over time and training
phases, and to establish that the rate of request
concept development was due to the differing
motivational value of the operation and/or stimulus
variables.

Multiple sets of request test or probe

trials were employed in order to demonstrate that the
emergence of requests was a result of the request
training variables.
Design
This systematic replication of Tidwell's (1986)
experimental analysis of request acquisition took the
form of a multiple probe, multielement, within-subject
research design.

This design provides successive

replications of the effects of independent variables.
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The same imitative or matching-to-sample operation task
training, name task training, and request task training
procedure was implemented across multiple stimulus
objects.
According to Horner and Bear (1978) the multiple
probe design "is actually a combination of a multiple
baseline design and probe procedures.

The three primary

features of the multiple probe technique are:

(1)

an

initial probe of every step in a behavior chain or
successive approximations,

(2)

a probe in each step in

the treatment seqUence after criterion is achieved on
any step, and (3) a series of probes or true baselines
immediately before the initiation of training on any
given step in the sequence"

(McReynolds & Kearns, 1983,

p. 207).

Also, as stated by McReynolds and Kearns

(1983),

"A probe will be considered an intermittent

assessment of selected target behaviors under
nontreatment conditions.

Responses to probe items are

not to be generally consequated [reinforced] and probes
are often used to assess the generalization of training"
(pp . 2 0 7-2 0 8) .
Tidwell's within-subject multiple probe baseline
across behaviors and stimuli design was extended in the
form of alternating concurrently operating baselines or
the "simultaneous-treatments" (Kazdin, 1982, p. 178),
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"alternating conditions" or "alternating treatments"
(Barrett & Sisson, 1987), or "multielement" (Ulman &
Sulzer-Azaroff, 1975, p. 379) design indexed by two
elements or values of preference.
My research was conducted as a human operant
(Hake, 1982) social and verbal field study which
included multiple dependent variables with replication
of effects across subjects, as well as, within subjects.
In other words, each child received the same
"multielement" task training and the same multiple
probe procedures in the same general A-BC'-A-D-A or
A-BC'-A-BC"-A-D-A order and was exposed to the same
additional independent variable of differing, most and
least, motivational value (Ulman & Sulzer-Azaroff,
1975, p. 384).
The multiple maintenance and generalization test
probes were implemented across all training phases as
this form of design provided an efficient means of
graphically presenting and investigating both the
interdependence and the independence between successive
steps in the behavior of generalized requesting of
absent objects.

In other words, multiple probes along

concurrently operating baselines permitted a visual
analysis of the baselines within which interventions
were and were not occurring (Tawney & Gast, 1984) .
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Setting
The research was conducted at one of two local
Kinder Care Learning Centers.

These licensed, center-

based, proprietary child care facilities serve a
diversified ethnic, economic, and cultural community of
primarily middle to upper-middle socioeconomic class
working parents.

The centers are also vendorized by

the Valley Mountain Regional Center to provide
comprehensive child care services for developmentally
delayed and disabled children.

Kinder Care offers an

educationally-oriented day care program primarily for
children between the ages of 1 and 6 years, although
the local centers provide services for infants.
The majority of the Kinder Care children attend on
a daily schedule from seven or eight in the morning
through late afternoon until six in the evening.

The

schedule includes a morning and afternoon snack, indoor
and/or outdoor play, diapering and/or toileting, lunch,
and nap activities.

A ratio of one teacher/care-

provider to four "Toddlers" and one to eight "Twos" is
generally maintained.

Children receive traditional

nurturing from their teachers and are encouraged to be
reasonable, responsible, and self-sufficient during
their daily routine.

The centers are constructed in

accordance with a one-story, air-conditioned model
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which is designed to accommodate approximately 70 to
120 children in separate age-appropriate, open
classrooms with play areas and bathrooms.
This language research project was conducted in
a care center's ''Toddler" room for children 12-23
months of age and the "Twos" room for children 24-35
months of age.

All sessions of the preliminary

assessment phases and the intervention phases were
supervised and directly observed by the experimenter.
I trained two female psychology students who were
experienced as child language teachers to be
responsible for assisting in the preliminary
assessment phases and for conducting language training
sessions.
During the course of the project, the
participating children were visited in their
classrooms by the experimenter and a student trainer.
Sessions were scheduled twice da i ly for appro x imately
30 min.

The sessions for ''Twos" children were held

after their morning snack (a.m.) and before lunch and
again following their afternoon nap and snack (p.m.).
In the case of one afternoons-only ''Toddler" child,
sessions were scheduled following his afternoon nap
and snack and again in the late afternoon
approximately 30 min before he went home.
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Most preliminary and intervention sessions were
conducted in a secluded corner area of the regular
classroom with the child's back to the main activity
areas.

The child and student trainer were seated on

child siz e d chairs (28 em high with a 28 x 28 em seat
and 28 em high back) at adjacent sides of a small, low
rectangular table (50 em x 76 em and 46 em high).

The

trainer was seated at the end of the table to the
child's left, where his/her attention was directed.
The primary observer and any independent observers
(i.e., teachers or parents) sat at the child's right
and out of the child's focus.
Participants
The research participants included three "Twos"
(Kris, Bob, and Eric) who attended daily for full-days
and one "Toddler"
daily.

(Ken) who attended afternoons-only

Pseudonyms were assigned to the above 4

children and to i

child (Jake) whose participation was

terminated before he completed my language training
program.

These young normally developing children

were obtained as participants by asking teachers in
the "Toddlers" and "Twos" classrooms to select those
children who had begun to play with toys, name
persons, objects, and/or activities, and were able to
request such things when they were present; but they
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seldom spontaneously asked for any of the above when
they were absent or when the activities were in the
past (e.g., Mommy, Daddy, toys, pacifier, blanket,
food,

indoor/outdoor play).

The teachers were also

asked to identify those children who were especially
quiet, dependent, and/or withdrawn, as well as those
who frequently grabbed, pointed, tugged, cried, or
tantrummed rather than asked for by name those things
they wanted or needed.

In other words, children were

selected who could imitate vocally and physically
(i.e., perform echoics and operations), could vocally
name objects, persons, and/or activities, but did not
consistently request absent objects when it was
appropriate for them to do so (Table 1) .
Teachers reported that 13 of the "Toddlers" and
"Twos" were able to refer by name but were unable to
request those persons and/or things when they were
absent.

The teachers also reported

some children

exhibited one or more of the above behavioral deficits
and/or excesses.

Letters were given to the parentis of

each of the 13 children explaining the purpose of the
language study.

Informed Consent forms accompanied

parents' cover letters requesting written permission
for their child to be evaluated with the possibility of
being selected to participate in my study (Appendix A) .
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As signed Informed Consent forms were returned,
the pool of 13 toddlers and 2-year-olds was screened
in order to determine which of the children were able
to name stimulus objects and/or to request absent
objects when those objects were needed in order to
complete established operations (behavior response
chains) and to receive social reinforcement.

An array

of four two-stimulus operations (Appendix B) was
presented to each child's teacher and she was asked to
select two child-specific, preferred operations.

The

array represents those operations known to be
relatively preferred by the preschoolers in Tidwell's
(1986) study of generative requesting.

Those

operations were selected to establish response chains
with toddler-age and 2-year-old children in the
present study's preliminary screening phase (Table 2).
On the basis of the request screening procedure, 5 of
the 13 children were able to name stimulus objects but
were unable to request those stimulus objects when
absent but needed to complete operations.

Four

standardized norm-referenced instruments were used to
measure receptive and expressive language development
and to obtain additional age equivalent cognitive and
adaptive behavioral data among the participants.
Demographic and measured communication and social
developmental charcteristics of the research
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participants are presented and summarized in Table 4;
corresponding data is presented across the 8 potential
participants (Children #'s 1-8) who requested absent
stimulus objects during the screening procedure.

One

child who failed to request absent but needed objects
during the initial screening served as a subject
through the preliminary assessment phases and
partially through the intervention phases at which
time his participation was terminated.

This child's

data are included in Table 4 below the 4 participants'
and also reported in textual form.
Reliability
Interrater reliability scores were obtained by
computing percent of exact agreement for all scoring
categories (percent of agreements/percent of
agreements and disagreements) .

The scoring categories

included in the above percentage agreement
calculations were applied to and are reported with the
following assessment procedures:
expressive language assessment,

(1) receptive and
(2) mean length of

utterance (MLU) transcription and analysis,

(3)

interval recording notations of stimulus preference
analyses,

(4) forced-choice measures of operation

preference analyses,

(5) and multiple sets of

generalization and/or maintenance probes of request
responding during intervention phases.
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Table 4
Children by Se x ,

Ag~,

& Scores on the Gardner Langu a ge

ROWPVT & EOWPVT & the Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Communication, Daily Living Skills, & Socialization Doma ins
PARTICIPANTS

Child
Name Sex CA..

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scores
Gardner Language Scores
EOWPVT
DLS
Social
Composite
ROWPVT
Comm
Spread AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

KRIS

F

26

38

126

29

105

21

23

87

30

102

29

101

27

94

BOB

M

37

57

131

44

110

21

50

117

39

101

39

102

42

108

ERIC

M

23

36

135

27

100

35

17

79

17

75

19

89

19

79

KEN

M

21

36

135

34

118

17

27

111

25

104

25

104

27

115

23 .5
7.9
17
35

29.3
14.4
17
50

98 .5 27.8 95.5 28.0
18.4
9.2 13.7
8.4
79
17
75
19
39
117
39
104

Mean
Stand Dev
Minimum
Maximum
JAKE

I

M

26.8 41.8 131 .8 33 .5 108.3
7.1 10.2
4.3
7.6
7.4
100
21
36
126
27
135
118
37
57
44

I

28

32

107

I

20

I

79

I

28

I

17

I

74

I

21

I

79

I

13

I

99.0 28 .8
9.6
6 .8
89
19
104
42

99.0
15.9
79
115

I

76

70

17

POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS
Child
No. Sex CA••

Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scores
Gardner Language Scores
Social
EOWPVT
Comm
DLS
Com osite
ROWPVT
Spread AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

#1

M

23

22

92

17

69

23

20

85

30

108

34

114

30

107

#2

F

23

32

123

28

102

21

25

100

18

80

22

96

23

93

#3

M

25

47

145

37

126

19

29

106

23

91

29

101

25

97

#4

M

29

49

145

44

145

0

54

135

41

125

50

134

45

139

#5

F

24

55

145

49

145

0

27

107

25

100

30

111

29

110

#6

F

31

45

129

39

111

18

33

103

23

82

25

90

27

88

#7

M

22

26

105

17

69

36

19

89

21

94

22

99

22

96

#8

M

32

50

127

59

145

-18

51

126

38

110

45

118

45

127 '

Mean
26.1 40.8 126.4
Stand Dev
3.9 12.3 19.6
Minimum
22
22
92
Maximum
32
55
145
All ages are ex pressea m months
•• CA =Chronological Age ; AE. = Age

36 .3 114.0
14.9 32.1
17
69
59
145

16.9 32 .3 106.4 27.4 98.8 32.1 107.9 30 .8 107.1
11 .9 13.3 17.0
8 .3 15.2 10.4 14.2
9 .2 17.8
0
19
85
80
22
96
88
18
22
51
41
36
125
50
134
45
127
135

Equivalent: SS =Standard Score

ROWPVT =Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test
EOWPVT =Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test
SS Spread = Difference between ROWPVT & EOWPVT standard scores
Comm =Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales: Communications Domain
DLS = Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales: Daily Uving Skills Domain
Social =Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales: Socialization Domain
Composite= Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales: Adaptive Behavior Composite
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Preliminary Phases
Preassessment.

Having decided upon those

children who might benefit from the request training
program, the experimenter and student assistant
conducted an initial environmental inventory by direct
observation; each child's preferred classroom play
activities and objects were assessed (Carlson, 1981).
Subsequently, each child's teacher was interviewed to
ascertain novel child-preferred, age-, sex-, and
situation-appropriate activities (Carlson, 1981;
Conner & Serbin, 1977; Eisenberg, Tryon, & Cameron,
1984; Eisenberg-Berg, Boothby, & Matson, 1979).

Each

child's teacher was presented with an array of twostimulus operations (i.e., activities using two
objects or toys) which involved two-step imitative
response chains relatively more preferred by
preschoolers in Tidwell's (1986) analysis of
generative requesting.

She was asked to select two

two-stimulus operations which she thought would be
preferred by the individual child.

Those individually

selected child-specific operations were used to screen
13 children for requesting absent objects.

Prior to

the request screening procedure, the teacher was asked
to initiate the first social interaction with each
child but to remain only if the child was apprehensive
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about being alone with the experimenter (Gunner, Senior,

& Hartup, 1984).

When necessary the teacher assisted

with an informal assessment of a child's receptive and
e xpressive language repertoires; this assessment was
conducted using basic instruction following and
imitation tasks.

Each child was asked to perform

imitative behavior as the e x perimenter and/or the
teacher touched her nose, placed an object in a container,
colored with a pen on paper, and spoke two-word strings
(Sundberg, 1983) .

The child was praised for following

instructions and for performing motor and vocal matchingto-sample responses.
Screening and selecting participants.

A child was

selected to participate in the language research project
predicated on the following criteria:

ability to

imitate motorically and vocally and inability to
consistently request those absent objects which the
child was able to name and use in conditioned or
established operations.

The formal screening

procedure was initiated with probes of names for the
four stimulus objects of the two preselected twostimulus operations.

When the teacher and the

e xperimenter agreed on the correctness of the child's
response to the question "What is this?" upon four
successive presentations of each of the stimulus objects,
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training was initiated for the associated two-stimulus
operations.

If the child did not spontaneously name

any of the stimuli of the preselected two-stimulus
operations, the child was then concurrently taught to
use each pair of objects in an operation and to name
the stimulus objects.

If any of the names for the

screening objects were known by the child, then name
maintenance trials for the known-items were
interspersed and alternated with operation training
trials until 4 successive spontaneous (unprompted)
correct responses occurred.
Operation and name task training trials
consisted of nonverbal/motor and verbal/vocal
imitation with an immediate vocal or echoic prompt
followed by a graduated time-delay procedure (Tidwell,
1986, p. 27) .

For example, the child was shown the

nonverbal stimuli, frog and net, presented in
alternated matching-to-sample training trials
beginning with a question and imitative or prompt,
"What is this?

Say, frog.",

alternated with the

verbal instruction, "Catch it."

If the child did not

respond within 5 s after being shown the frog
accompanied by an immediate imitative prompt and a
delayed physical prompt, the trial was terminated;
when an imitative response occurred within the 5 s
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trial interval, the child was praised; when an
imitative response did not occur or the response was
incorrect, another training trial was initiated
following a 30 s intertrial interval.
If the trainer modeled catching a frog with a
net and gave the frog and the net to the child and
asked her/him to "Catch it." and the motor response
was not initiated within 5 s, a physical prompt was
provided and an imitation was expected within a 5 s
interval or the trial was terminated.
intertrial interval was observed.

A 30 s

Two sets of

request/name/request probe trials were conducted to
test for generalized request responses and for
maintained name responses.
Having successfully learned to name stimulus
objects and to perform two-stimulus operations, if the
first set of request/name/request probe trials did not
elicit operation, name, and/or request responses,
retraining of unlearned names and/or operations was
conducted until the child responded spontaneously
(unprompted) in 4 successive operation probe trials.
The child was then tested for generalized requesting
of absent objects in a second set of request/name/
request probes (Appendix B) .

The children who were

unable to consistently request absent but needed
objects met the criteria to be research participants.
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Developmental assessments.

All children's

estimated levels of language comprehension and
production were established and cognitive-language
skill areas were assessed using norm-referenced tests
(Tables 2 & 4) .

St an dard ized global developmental

measures were used t o b et ter account for the
multidimensional aspects of child language
acquisition.

Measurement was cond ucted across

communication skills, daily living skills,
socialization skills, and motor skills domains.

An

adaptive behavior composite was developed for each of
the 4 participants, the 1 child whose participation
was terminated, and each of the 8 potential
participants.

The instruments used were

(a) Gardner's

(1985) test of receptive language, the Recepti v e OneWord Picture Vocabulary Tes t

(ROWPVT);

(b) Gardner's

(1979) test of e xpressive language, the Expressive
One-Word Picture Vo cabula r y Test

(EOWPVT);

(c) the

Sparrow, Balla, & Cichetti (1984), Vineland Adaptive
Behavior Scales:

Intervi e w Edition -Revision of th e

Vineland Social Maturity Scale by Edgar A. Doll; and
(d)

a 50-utterance spontaneous speech sample of each

participant was collected by the experimenter and a
graduate communication disorders clinician determi n ed
MLU using Tyack and Gottsleben's (1977) Language
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Sampling, Analysis, and Training:

& Summary Sheets.

Word/Morpheme Tally

A combination of direct observation

and audio-tape recording methods was used for language
sampling during free and/or parallel play with the
speech and language clinician.

The clinician and

experimenter transcribed each child's speech sample
directly and from audio recording until 100% agreement
was achieved on all mean length of utterance (MLU)
transcriptions.

MLU, defined as the mean/average

length of utterance in morphemes is considered an
indicator of use of one-, two-, and three-word
utterances (Brown, 1973).

The actual MLU scores for

the participants ranged from 1.66-4.63 and averaged
2.64, which is correlated with language stage III:

a

predicted age range of 31-34 months for those children
whose MLU ranges within 2.05-2.99 (Brown, 1973;
Miller & Chapman, 1981) .
Stimulus and operation preference

analysg~.

It

was first necessary to empirically determine a child's
stimulus and operation preferences in order to assess
the effect of a child's differential preferences on
generalization of requests.

Initially, stimuli were

scaled in descending order from more preferred (MP) to
less preferred (LP) based on a time sampling of free
operant hand-stimulus contact.

Second, stimuli were
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scaled from MP to LP based on a time sampling of
unprompted and unreinforced hand-stimulus contact
and/or imitation of two-stimulus operations; and
third, two-stimulus operations were scaled in two
operation preference analyses (OP1 & OP2)

from most

preferred (MP1-MP2) to least preferred (LP1-LP2)
operations based on the frequency of forced-choice
responses across repeated paired comparison
presentations.

Stimulus preference analyses were

conducted employing the rank-ordering method (Dember,
1960) to determine child-specific stimulus preference.
On the basis of the initial environmental inventory
conducted during the preassessment phase, the
experimenter generated and selected arrays of 15 to 18
age-appropriate stimulus objects for each child.
· Stimulus preference was evaluated by presenting
preselected arrays of activity-oriented (Carlson,
1981), sex-typed (Eisenberg et al., 1984) toys for 8
min periods of free-choice handling/manipulating and
noting the occurrence of the child's hand- stimulus
contact with the selected objects.

Using a 15 s

interval time sampling system, notations of hand-toy
contact were made by the experimenter and an independent
observer located opposite each other on either side of
an enclosed area in which the child was told s/he could
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play undisturbed by other children.

Interval

measurement was conducted with a portable cassette
player and an 8 min tape recording of thirty-two 15 s
intervals which were indicated by an audible beep and
a recorded spoken number at the beginning of each 15 s
interval.

The child's toy-hand contact was noted on a

form (Appendi x C) designed for recording responses by
15 s intervals across an alphabetically itemized list
of stimuli.

Frequency tallies for each stimulus

object were used to summarize the occurrence of handstimulus contact.

Frequency tally totals were rank

ordered from the highest to the lowest value and each
value was divided by the total number of observation
intervals.

Individual stimuli were ranked on scales

for each child based on the average number of
intervals hand-toy contact was observed (i.e., the
percentage of intervals the child handled a toy during
the 32 interval time sampling) .

Differential stimulus

object preference was defined in terms of percentage
of time spent in interaction with each of the array
items which varied from 15 to 18 toys

(Table 5) .

Independent observations were conducted during half of
the free-play sessions; mean agreement of 91.1% was
obtained among children.

After the first stimulus

preference analysis (Table 5, Stirn Pref 2), varied
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Table 5
Percentage of Stimulus Preference Time-Sample
Observation Intervals That a Child Handled a Toy and the
Me an Percentage of the Toys That A Child Handled

KRIS
Stirn Pref (%)

Task Materials I Toys
(Nonverbal Stimuli)

1*

Baby
Basket
Board
Bottle
Chalk
Comb
Cradle
Eraser
Frog
Horse
Indian
Key
Knife
Lock
Magnet
Mirror
Money
Net
Paper
Peg
Pen
Playdouqh
Press
Purse
Scissors
Slate
Tablet
Washer
Mean % of intervals

0
0
0

-

16
0
0
25
0
22

2

1

2

1

2

-

13

22

3

-

6

13

0
0

0
13

9
13

0

0
0
0
0

-

22
53
6

19
19
22

3
9
3
16
6

0

0
0
76
0

-

72

76

"

-

13

I

13

6

0

16

-

-

6

-

-

53
53

-

0
-

-

I

18

Tot. Toys Available
18
14
18
12
%of Toys Handled
39
79
61
83
* 1 = Freeplay sess1on; 2 = Parallel play sess1on
- Toy was not present during the time sample

-

-

18
17
94

I

0
0
0

-

10

-

-

44

19
25
6
19
22

41
53
25
13

-

-

-

13

9

-

-

34

25

22

53

20

25

15
100

13
100

-

I

-

25

-

-

-

9
19

-

-

22

II

-

-

19
9
16
66
6
6
38
19

16

78
41
16
9
0

14

-

6

. -

-

II

19
31
19
22

-

9
3

-

-

-

16
31
16

-

3

0

-

-

-

13

-

-

-

-

-

0

13
13
22
9
22

13

I

1

-

-

KEN
Stirn Pref (%)

2

-

13
0

ERIC
Stirn Pref (%)

BOB
Stirn Pref (%)

-
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numbers of stimuli in the mid-range of each child's
scale were eliminated in order to reduce a child's
array to 12 stimulus objects.

For the second stimulus

preference evaluation, the experimenter and/or
assistant modeled numerous contrived two-stimulus
operations in a "play-like" parallel play time
sampling.

The child was not prompted or

differentially reinforced for any motor imitation if
imitative behavior occurred.

Two independent

observers noted the child's free operant and/or
imitative responses every 15 s during the second 32
interval free-play session.

Again, relative stimulus

preference was determined by rank-ordering stimuli on
the basis of time sampling of hand-stimulus contact
and scaling stimuli from more preferred (MP) to less
preferred (LP) on the basis of the average frequency
of hand-stimulus contact.
The rank-ordered objects were then paired by
stimulus preference into six contrived two-stimulus
operations, three of which were more preferred and
three less preferred by the child .

Information

generated through repeated individualized measures
combining the paired-comparison and rank-ordering
methods was necessary in order to empirically ascertain
relative most and least child-preferred operations
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and/or stimuli (Karlan, 1980) .

Consistency or

stability of each child's operation and/or stimulus
preferences was determined by repeated operation
preference analyses.
Two relatively most preferred (MP1-MP2) and least
preferred (LP1-LP2) operations were derived for each
child by systematically rank-ordering and selecting the
most/least extreme items of six-operation scales.

The

six two-stimulus operations which were contrived in the
above stimulus preference -phase were entered in an item
list of a Macintosh random pairing computer program,
Preference.mac (Sue, 1986), for the purpose of
generating individualized training and data collection
and summarization form.

See Appendix C for a model

data collection and summary form in which each of the
six two-stimulus operations was randomly paired with
each of the five other operations of a 30-trial
preference analysis.

Each pair of two-stimulus

operations was presented twice, once in a left/right
position and once in a right/left position, totaling 30
forced-choice trials and yielding 10 preference trials
per two-stimulus operation.

Choice responses for each

of the six operations were tallied and rank ordered
according to individual selection scores.

One most

preferred two-stimulus operation (MP1-MP2)

composed of
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two more preferred stimuli (MP) and one least preferred
two-stimulus operation (LP1-LP2) composed of two less
preferred stimuli (LP) were assigned to each child.
The stimulus objects of these most and least preferred
operations were used in probing of requests and names,
training of operations and names, and in a training of
a request for one absent but needed more preferred
object and a request for one absent but needed less
preferred object.
Due to empirical determination of operation
preference, a total of eight varied operations was
assigned to children in the present study.

Operation

preference (OPl, OP2, OP2+, OP3~ & OP3+) was measured
across the six two-stimulus operations.

For example,

several operations (e.g., Slate-Eraser, Dough-Press,
and Peg-Board) were determined to be most preferred or
least preferred by more than one child in analyses.
Two-stimulus tasks or operations and names were taught
for each child's initially most and least preferred
response chains, and in the event of a prefe r ence
change, a child's "currently'' most and least preferred
operations were then taught.

Children were taught to

request only the absent stimuli associated with their
''currently" most and least preferred operations.
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Individualized preliminary stimulus preference
and empirical operation preference analyses were
prerequisite to development and assignment of a pair of
relatively most and least preferred two-stimulus
operations for each child.

The above contrived tasks

or operations were assigned to each child on the basis
of relative choice frequency of each operation during
30 randomly alternated forced-choice trials across six
relatively preferred two-stimulus operations.
results of stimulus preference analyses

The

(Stirn Pref's 1

& 2) are tabulated and presented in Table 5.

More

importantly, refer to Table 6 to evaluate sequences and
results among children of operation preference analyses
(OPl, OP2, OP2+, OP3, & OP3+) across preliminary
assessments, multiple sets of generalization probes,
and intervention phases.

Note that Bob played with

Dough (Playdough~) and Press (cookie press) and did not
play with Slate and Eraser during repeated time
samplings of free-play and/or parallel-play with a
trainer who modeled operations using these items.
Relatively preferred stimuli were combined to form
contrived one most and one least preferred two-stimulus
operation.

These two operations, Dough-Press and

Slate-Eraser were consistently ranked as Bob's most and
least preferred operations, respectively (Table 6) .
These two operations were consistently ranked as Bob's
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Table 6
Perce ntage of All Possible Choice Opportunities Across
Forced-Choice Trials of Randomized Pairs of Opportunities
That Each Child Selected a Two-Stimulus Operation

Operation Preference Analyses Across Probe & Training Phases
Child
Name

Operation
Item Usts

Tablet-Pen
Frog-Net
Indian-Horse
KRIS K~·Lock
Peg-Board
Dough-Knife
Dough-Press
Dough-Press
Key-Lock
BOB Mirror-Comb
Baby-Bonle
Peg-Board
Slate-Eraser
Magnet-Washer
Dough-Knife
ERIC Key-Lock
Purse-Money
Ba~-Bonle

Peg-Board
Magnet-Washer
Key-Lock
KEN Purse-Money
Mirror-Comb
Slate-Eraser
Baby-Bonle

OP1
o;o

OP2 OP2+ A
o;o

70
60
60
45
35
20

70
50
50
40
20
70

"

"

90
80
50
33
33
20

50
60
50
40
40
60

80

90

70
60
40
30
20

80
50
50
0
30

Tx*

33

-

~

-

'1**
r2r--

...._

50

'60

~

r-f--

~

1Tx ..

..___

~
...._

r-x
r-;-oo

90 -r-rx:""'"'"'-8o '"""40
33
'33 -

90
90
60
50
20
0

80
70
50
33
40
20

BC' A OP3 A BC" A OP3+ A
o;o
o;o

~

40
70
70
50
30
40

Tx*
~

~
~

'33

-----

~

~

rso-

-

~
r--

70

-

~
...._

r---

~
r2--

f-f-f-f-f--

f--

-

-

..___

~

'30

-

r-r-~
...2.._

To

'TT
~

r--ye

;---

f-1--

f6o

f--go

1Tx ..

~
r--so

f-f-1-1--

r--:ro-

40

10
-

;----

...._

~

r--so -r--so ~

-

'so 'TT

r--so
r--:ro-

D

r--

~

70

Tx'

70

--

10

~
...2.._

-

r-rx:-

""3D

__;_;;__

-

-

~

f-1--

p

r2----

Tx' Trained operations, names, and a request for a most preferred operation (MP1-MP2
Tx .. Trained operations, names, and a request for a least _preferred operation (LP1-LP2J
+
Repeated operat1on preference (OP) analys1s due to a preference change
Operation was not included in operation preference (OP) analysis

A

Mean
o/o
55 .8
55.0
53 .2
46.2
24.5 ..
45.0
85.0*
90.0'
83.3
50.0
38.7
28.7
17.7**
52.0
70 .0*
58.0
52 .0
38.0
28 .0**
80.0'
70.0
53.3
53.3
16.7..
26.7
81.3*
21.7 ..

I
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most and least preferred operations, respectively.
result of repeated operation preference analyses

As a

(OP1,

OP2, & OP3), this pair of most and least preferred
operations was assigned to Bob for operation, name, and
request training.

Review Table 7 for the relatively most

and least preferred task stimuli and instructions
(ANTECEDENTS), two-stimulus tasks (RESPONSE CHAINS), and
task reinforcements (CONSEQUENCES) utilized in the
present study.
Descriptions of the individual participants.

The

first participant was Kris, whose chronological age (CA)
was 26 months at the beginning of the study.

Kris scored

at an age equivalent (AE) of 38 months with a standard
score (SS) of 126 on her receptive language and at an AE
level of 29 months

(SS

= 105) on her expressive language.

The difference (spread) between her expressive and
receptive language SS was 21 and 10.4 was the standard
error of difference (SED) .

Results of the Vineland:

Communication Domain indicated that she was functioning at
an of AE level of 23 months (SS
Domain at an AE level of 27 (SS

= 87) and the Motor Skills
95).

Kris's Vineland:

Adaptive Behavior Composite score was estimated at an AE
level of 27 months

(SS

= 94).

Her estimated mean length

of utterance (MLU) of 2.02 morphemes correlated with
language stage I and an AE level of 26 months.

On the
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Table 7
Reinforced Response Chains of Two-Stimulus Operations
Used to Induce Requests for AbSent Stimulus Objects

To assess the development and generalization of
request responses for relatively most and least preferred
two-stimulus operations and/or absent stimuli

PURPOSE:

ANTECEDENTS

RESPONSE CHAINS

Task Stimuli

Two-Stimulus Operations

Verbal Instructions

Task Stimulus Objects

CONSEQUENCES

Task Completion
Verbal Reinforcement

1.

Knife-Dough
"Slice it!"

Used a small plastic knife to
slice a piece of playdough

"Very good, you
sliced it."

2.

Slate-Eraser
"Clean it."

Used a felt eraser to remove
chalk marks from a slate

"Fine, you
cleaned it."

3.

Dough-Press
"Make a flower."

Applied a cookie press to make
a flower imprint on Playdoughn.~

"Oh, you made
a flower!"

4.

Key-Lock
"Open it."

Turned a metal key in a metal
padlock to snap it open

"Wow, you
opened it!"

5.

Washer-Magnet
"Pick it up."

Held a large magnet over
a metal washer to pick it up

"OK!, you
picked it up!"

6.

Baby-Bottle
"Feed him/her. "

Held a small plastic baby bottle
to the mouth of a baby doll

"That's nice,you
fed him."

7.

Tablet-Pen
"Draw."

Marked on a piece of paper
with a large felt-tipped pen

"Good drawing."

8.

Peg-Ecard
"Put it in."

Put a small plastic peg into one
of many holes of a pegboard

"Fine, you put
it in a hole."
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basis of preference analyses, Tablet-Pen was determined
to be Kris's most preferred operation and Peg-Board was
her least preferred operation.

After operation and

name training for the above response chains, her third
operation preference analysis (OP3) included a novel
operation as Kris observed another child playing with
Playdough and a cookie cutter during a preference
anaysis session and attempted to take (i.e., grab, not
request) the items.

Dough-Press was added to the

operation item list for Kris's third preference
analysis (OP3).

Needless to say, Dough-Press ranked at

100% became her current most preferred operation.

Her

least preferred operation over repeated analyses
remained Peg-Board, ranked at 33% with her third
preference analysis (OP3) .

After training her new

preferred operation, an additional operation preference
analysis

(OP3+) was conducted to assess stability of

and spread between her preferences.

Her most preferred

operation, Dough-Press (MP1-MP2), dropped rank from
100% to 70% and tied with another operation,
Indian-Horse.

The above final preference analysis

confirmed that her least preferred operation continued
to be Peg-Board (LP1-LP2) which ranked lower at 10%.
Although Kris's operation preference varied over time,
percent spread between most and least preferred operations
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averaged 60%.

Kris was trained to request one of her

more preferred stimuli, "Dough, please."

(MP1), associ-

ated with her most preferred operation and one of her
less preferred stimuli, "Board, please."

(LP2), associ-

ated with her least preferred operation.
Bob, CA 37 months at the beginning of the study,
scored at an estimated AE of 57 months (SS
his receptive language.

= 131) on

His expressive language score

indicated that he was functioning at an AE of 44 months
(SS

= 110) with an e xpressive/receptive · language spread

of 21

(SED

= 8.9).

Results of the Vineland:

Communication Domain reflected an AE level of 50 months
(SS

= 117) and Motor Skill Domain an AE level of 40

months

(SS

= 104).

Bob's Vineland:

Adaptive Behavior

Composite score was estimated at an AE level of 42
months

(SS

= 108).

His MLU of 4.63 morphemes

correlated with language stage IV and an AE level of 46
months.

Based on repeat e d operation preference

analyses (OP1, OP2, & OP3) Bob's relative operation
preference remained relatively stable through repeated
assessments.

Dough-Press (MP1-MP2) ranked at 90% was

his most preferred and Slate-Eraser (LP1-LP2) ranked at
33% was his least preferred operation, a 57% spread
between operations.
please."

(MP1)

Bob learned to request "Dough,

and "Slate, please."

(LP1).
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Eric's CA was 23 months at the beginning of the
language study.
(SS

Eric scored at an AE of 36 months

= 135) on his receptive language and an AE of 27

months

(SS = 100) on his expressive language.

The

spread between his e xpressive and receptive language
was 35 (SED

= 10.58).

Results of Eric's Vineland:

Communication and Motor Skills Doma ins showed tha t he
was functioning at AE levels of 17
months (SS

= 94), respectively.

(SS

= 79) and 23

His Vineland: Adaptive

Behavior Composite score indicated an AE level of 19
months

(SS = 79).

His estimated MLU of 1.6 6 morphemes

correlated with language stage I and an AE level of 23
months.

On the basis of repeated operation preference

analyses (OP1 & OP2), Dough-Knife and Peg-Board were
both ranked at 60% as his relatively most preferred
operations; and his relatively least preferred
operations were Baby-Bottle and Purse-Money, both
rank ed at 40%.

An additi onal operation preference

analysis (OP2+) was conducted e xpecting less mid-range
or near-chance responding and a greater percentage
spread in his relative pre fere n ce.

Dough-Knife ranked

at 70% and Baby-Bott le at 30% were determined to be his
most and least preferred operations, respectively.

His

most pr e ferred operation remained Dough-Knife at 60%.
Based on a third operation preference anal y sis (OP3),
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immediately following training of operations and names,
Eric's least preferred operation changed to Peg-Board
which ranked at 10% and Dough-Knife remained his most
preferred but dropped to 60%.

After operation and name

training for the above most and least preferred
operations and before beginning request training, an
additional operation preference analysis

(OP3+) was

conducted, as it seemed necessary to confirm the
current motivational value of Eric's most and least
preferred operations before determining the final
assignment of operations for which requests were to be
taught.

Dough-Knife (MP1-MP2) ranked at 90% and Peg-

Board (LP1-LP2) ranked at 10%.

In spite of a least

preferred operation preference change and considerable
variation in most and least preference percent spread,
Dough-Knife remained stable as Eric's most preferred
operation.

However, the percent spread between his

most and least preferred operations increased to 80%.
Eric was trained to request "Knife, please."
"Board, please."

(MP2) and

(LP2).

Ken's CA was 21 months at the beginning of the
study.
(SS

He scored at an estimated 36 months AE level

= 135) on his receptive language and at an AE level

of 34 mo (SS = 118) on his expressive language.

The

spread between Ken's expressive and receptive language
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was 17

(SED= 10.58).

Vineland:

Communication Domain

results indicated that Ken was functioning at an
estimated AE level of 27 months (SS = 111); Motor
Skills Domain results indicated that he performed at
an AE level of 31 months

(SS = 121).

Ken's Vineland:

Adaptive Behavior Composite score was at an AE level
of 27 months

(SS = 115).

His MLU of 2.24 correlated

with language stage late I and an AE level of 28
months.

Based on repeated operation preference

analyses

(OP1, OP2, & OP3), this child's most preferred

operation was determined to be Washer-Magnet
ranked 70%.

(MP1-MP2)

His least preferred operation was Slate-

Eraser (LP1-LP2) ranked 20%, a 50% spread between his
most and least preferred operations.
to request "Magnet, please." (MP2)

Ken was trained

and "Slate, please."

(LP1) .
One other child, Jake, served as a participant
through the preliminary screening and assessment
phases, partially through sets of request/name/request
probe (Phase A) trials, and partially through the
request intervention phase (Phase D) .

Jake was at a

CA of 28 months at the beginning of the study; he
scored at an AE level of 32 months

(SS = 107) on his

receptive language and at an AE level of 20 months
(SS = 79) on his expressive language.

The spread between
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Jake's e xpressive and receptive language was 28
(SED = 10.58).

Results of the Vineland:

Communication

and Motor Skills Domains indicated that he performed a t
AE levels of 17
respectively.

(SS

= 74) and 30 months (SS = 104),

Jake's Vineland:

Adaptive Behavior

Composite was AE of 17 months (SS = 76).

His estimated

MLU of 2.54 morphemes correlated with language s t age II
and an AE level of 30 months.

The results of repeated

operation preference analyses (OP l & OP2) indicated
that Jake's most preferred operation was Key-Lock which
was ranked at 80% and 90%, respectively.

Key-Lock soon

appeared to be related to aversive experiences with
another key and lock which belonged to his father.
Jake's operation preference changed with OP3 to
Key-Lock ranked 80% and Washer-Magnet ranked at 60%;
Baby-Bottle remained 10%.

His least preferred

operation through repeated preference analyses

(OP1,

OP2, OP3, & OP3+) was con s istently determined to be
Baby-Bottle (LP1-LP2), although the rank shifted to
30%; Key-Lock ranked 80% and Washer-Magnet 70% with the
final preference analysis.

Jake indicated his choice

by pointing to the item, Key-Lock. However it was
decided that Washer-Magnet would be assigned as Jake's
most preferred operation when his preference
for the Washer-Magnet operation.

ascend~d

Unfortunately, he
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became increasingly anxious about Key-Lock (e.g., he
persisted in saying "No! Bad!", although he sometimes
choose Key-Lock when it was presented in forced-choice
preference trials) .

Jake progressed with operation and

name training and was beginning with training of the
requests "Magnet, please."

(MP2) an "Bottle, please."

(LP2) at which time his daily training session was
seriously disrupted by an unscheduled change from a
female to a male trainer.
As a result of the above highly emotional
incident, Jake resisted physically and failed to
respond vocally in subsequent training sessions.

When

Jake's father was consulted about his son's continued
participation in this language research project, he
disclosed suspected child molestation by an adult male
in a previous board-and-care home and indicated an
early and extended history of family instability.

It

was discussed and agreed by both of Jake's parents that
it would be in his best interest to seek professional
child and/or parent therapy.

Initially, his father

volunteered to help resolve the language training
difficulty.

He was trained and engaged as a language

trainer in an unsuccessful attempt to reinstate
operation, name, and/or request responding.

I then

elected to terminate Jake's request training once he
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was able to engage in direct instruction and positive
social interaction in his day-care classroom setting.
Positive responses to basic instruction-following were
systematically reshaped by a pair of cross-age tutors
from the Klubmates classroom.

These tutors, a boy and

a girl known to Jake, were trained to work with him
using a game-like procedure which they helped to
develop and called,
bean) .

"Get ready. Get'a beany!"

(jelly

After several direct instruction training

sessions of the jelly bean game with the cross-age
tutors using edible as well as social reinforcement,
Jake again responded positively to instruction;
however, he was eliminated as a participant in the
present study.
Probe and Intervention Phases
Refer to Table 3 where these phases are depicted
as

(Al) Baseline Probes for Requests and Names;

Training of Operations and Names;
for Requests and Names;
Preference Analysis;
Requests and Names;

(BC')

(A2) Baseline Probes

(OP3) Repeated Operation

(A3) Baseline Probes for the f i nal
(BC") Training of the final

Operations and Names;

(A4) Baseline Probes for the

final Requests and Names;

(D) Training of Requests for

one absent MP Object and one absent LP Object;

(A5)

Baseline Probes for the final Requests and Names.
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Intervention was begun and interspersed with multiple
sets of request/name/request probe trials

(Phase A's)

for four stimulus objects, followed by directly
instructed operation and name and request imitation or
matching-to-sample training trials (Phases BC & D), and
concluded with a set of baseline request/name/request
probe trials (Phase A) .
The paired comparison forced-choice method of
measuring operation preference in two preliminary
operation preference analyses (OPl & OP2) was repeated
a third time (OP3) in order to establish the current
reinforcing value of operations and/or stimuli before
beginning request training trials (Phase D) .

Upon

obtaining request criterion for one MP object and one
LP object, training trials were followed by a set of
baseline request/name/request probe trials
in an Al-BC-A2-0P3-A3-D-A4 fashion.

(Phase A)

If a child's rank

ordered operation preference changed after the initial
operation and name training, it was then necessary to
assign a new response chain or operation which
necessitated a second set of operation and name
training trials (Phase BC'').

Operation and name

training (Phase BC') was followed by an additional set
of request/name/request probe trials (Phase A)

and one

or more additional operation preferen c e analyses
(OP2+ &/or OP3+).

The child was trained to request one
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more preferred (MP) and one less preferred (LP)
absent object which was needed in order to complete
established operations when instructed to do so.
Varied preference analyses, request/name/request probe
phases, the training of operations and names phase, and
the training of requests phase are described and
depicted in Tables 3, 6, and 7.

Because of changes in

children's operation preference, the procedural
sequence of probe and intervention phases varied.

A

procedural progression variation developed with an
operation preference change in the instance of Kris:
Al-BC'-A2-0P3-A3-BC"-A4-0P3+-A5-D-A6.

A preference

variation for Eric, also resulted in another variation:
OP2+-Al-BC'-A2-0P3-A3-BC"-A4-0P3+-A5-D-A6.
Purpose and sequence of the training.

The primary

instructional goal was to produce generalized request
responding for absent but needed stimulus objects.

The

above training sequences and procedures involved a
three-step progression in developing the concept of
requesting absent objects to participate in and to
complete established operations.
measured were
responses,

(2)

(1)

The behaviors being

"imitative" motoric and vocal

"spontaneous" motoric and vocal

responses, and most importantly,
vocal responses.

(3)

"generalized"

In order to accomplish this result,

it was first necessary to train the child through an
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imitative, match-to-sample procedure how to use two
pairs of stimulus objects in two two-stimulus response
chains or operations, single words to name each of the
four objects, and two-word strings or phrases.

In

other words, the child was taught a grammatical rul e ,
noun phrase, or frame

(i.e., "Name of the object

'(Noun) ,please.'") to request one object from each o f
the re s ponse chains when that object was withheld at
the time the child was asked to complete the
conditioned operation.
In Tidwell's (1986) study motor and vocal
imitation training of operations and names was
conducted successively (i.e., motor imitative
responses were trained to mastery criterion before
initiating training on the second task, vocal
imitation).

The present study involved a randomly

alternated format of motor (receptive) and vocal
(expressive) repertoires.

St imulus classes were

established with operation and name matching-to-sample
training conducted as a single intervention phase
rather than as separate training conditions (Spradlin

& Saunders, 1986) .

In other words, visual/motor

matching-to-sample operation tasks and the associated
auditory/vocal matching-to-sample name tasks
representing different response classes were trained
"simultaneously"

(Guess et al., 1978; Ramberg, Guess,
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& Sailor, 1976; Sundberg, 1980), "concurrently" with a
distributed skill trials sequence (Deese, 1958;
Mulligan, Lacy, & Guess, 1982; Panyon & Hall, 1978),
as opposed to serially, to interrelate receptive and
expressive repertoires with generalization of training
effects.
Response definitions.

Before outlining the probe

and intervention procedural phases, it will be helpful
to define the terms "imitative," "echoic,"
"spontaneous," and "generalized" as used to describe
and to measure motor and/or vocal language responses in
the present study.

Operation and name responses and

request responses were specifically elicited and/or
prompted during intervention training of operations and
names

(Phase BC) and training of requests

(Phase D),

and were defined as "imitative" if motor match-tosample responses and "echoic," if vocal match-to-sample
responses.

When trained but unprompted, responses were

defined as "spontaneous"

(Appendix D).

When requests

for absent but needed objects for which each name was
known were untrained/novel, responses were defined
as "generalized" or "generative."

All prompted responses

for operations and names were defined as "imitative" and
"echoic", respectively; and, all unprompted responses for
known-items were defined as "spontaneous."
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Response measures.

When a set of baseline

request/name/request probes,

(Phase A), was conducted,

"spontaneous" name and request or "generalized" request
responses were scored as plus one when correct within
the 10 s trial interval or zero when incorrect or no
responses occurred.

The above responses are indicated

in the multiple probe conditions (Phase A) of each
child's pair of graphs.
training,

During operation and name

"imitative" motoric/operation and "imitative"

vocal/name and "imitative" vocal/request responses which
were specifically elicited and/or prompted were scored
as zero if responses were incorrect or did not occur
within 10 s; were scored as zero when they were "echoic"
(prompted); and were scored as plus one when responses
were "spontaneous" (not specifically elicited or
prompted) .

Criterion was met in training of operations,

names, and requests when seven consecutive "spontaneous"
(unprompted) responses occurred.
Probe and training phases and procedures.

A set of

request/name/request probe trials was conducted prior to
the training of operations and names to test for
previous knowledge of the names and/or requests for any
of the four stimulus objects learned and/or associated
with operations in operation preference analyses.

One

of two objects needed to engage in each contrived most
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and least preferred two-stimulus operation was
intentionally withheld to evoke requests for those
objects.

Objects were presented with the question

"What is this?" to test for names of objects.

In

conducting sets of baseline request/name/request probe
trials, responses were neither vocally prompted nor
reinforced, although correctly requested objects were
presented to the child as a natural consequence of a
request.

During each set of intervention baseline

generalization test probes (Phase A), spontaneous name
responses to a known, trained, or novel object were
defined as correct and scored plus one as were
"spontaneous" request responses to known, trained, or
novel objects; no response or incorrect responses were
scored zero.
Operation and name training trial were grouped by
most preferred (MP1-MP2) and least preferred (LP1-LP2)
operations and were randomly alternated.

Training for

two two-stimulus operations (MP1-MP2 & LP1-LP2) and the
four associated names

(MPl, MP2, LPl, & LP2) was

conducted with alternated operation and name training
trials to criterion.

A second baseline probe was

conducted to test for maintenance of trained names and/
or collateral development of requests for those stimuli
used in relatively most and least preferred operations.
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A third operation preference analysis (OP3) was
conducted to test the current motivational value of the
two trained most and least preferred operations
(MP1-MP2 & LP1-LP2).

If the child's relative operation

preference changed, the child was also taught the
operations and names for the currently most and least
preferred operation,

(MP1-MP2) or (LP1-LP2) .

Another

set of request/name/request probe trials was conducted
to test for maintained names and/or collateral
development of requests.

Request training trials for

MP and LP task stimuli were conducted concurrently
(Phase D) .

Training trials were alternated between the

two more and less preferred stimuli (with known-item
training trials interspersed) until criterion was
reached on both MP and LP request responses.

Had

generalized requests not emerged in the repeated set of
request/name/request trials, a second set of request
training trials with "known-item" interspersal would
have been conducted to criterion across the other two
more and less preferred stimuli .

A final set of

baseline request/name/request probes, was conducted to
test for maintenance of trained names, trained
requests, and maintenance and/or development of
generalized requests within most and least preferred
ope rat ions.
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Probe and training strategy.

Individualized probe

and training data collection forms were developed for
the baseline probe trials and intervention training
trials.

Probe and training forms

(data collection forms)

for all participants were based on an identical format
and individualized using the Search and Change function
of the MacWrite (Wigginton, Ruder, & Breuner, 1985) word
processing application for the MacPlus computer (Appendix
D) .

The concurrent name and operation task sequencing was

fixed in a six-trial block within most preferred (MP1-MP2)
or least preferred (LP1-LP2) operations.

A random numbers

table was used to determine the randomly alternated
sequencing arrangement consisting of alternated blocks of
most preferred and least preferred operation and name
training trials.

Each time criterion of seven unprompted

responses was reached on an operation, name, and/or
request response, training trials for the remaining
(unlearned) responses were interspersed with maintenance
trials of the learned response/s (i.e., "known-item"
interspersal) until criterion was reached .
Probe and training trials.

All probe and training

trials were begun by saying to the child, "Get ready."
(i.e.,

sitting on a small chair, facing the trainer,

placing her/his hands on the table, and making eye
contact) ; then asking the child,

"Are you ready?"

(i.e.,
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ready to play our game/to be instructed) to which the
child responded "Ready!"
A set of request/name/request probe trials was
conducted before and after training of operations and
names in order to test for generalized requests and/or
development of requests collateral to the development
of names.

The child was taught to name objects presented

by asking,

"What is this?" and then the child was

directly instructed to produce a vocal match-to-sample or
"echoic" response by immediately saying, "Say 'pen'."

An

immediate-prompt progressive-delay procedure was used to
transfer control over the child's responding from
instructional and echoic (i.e., verbal or vocal prompt)
to name (i.e., nonverbal or object) variables.

The child

was also taught to request stimulus objects by employing
the same prompt and transfer technique.

For example, a

child was presented with one of two task stimuli and
given the instruction and imitative prompt, "When I give
you an eraser and ask you to clean it, say 'Slate,
please.'"

In other words, the child was provided with a

directive and a rule (e.g., the child was told when to
request and how to request); then, by gradually
increasing the delay before prompting, the child was
intentionally encouraged and allowed to respond of her or
his own volition.
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During intervention training phases, a trainer
directly instructed the child and recorded training
responses.

The experimenter served as the primary

observer and collected agreement data for the
participating children.

Kinder Care teachers assisted

with developmental assessments and preference
analyses and were trained to be involved as naive
independent reliability observers.

A Kinder Care

teacher recorded probe responses for all sets of
request screening and generalization for all of the
children.
Results
Overview
The purpose of the present investigation was to
assess the facilitative effect of preference in
developing the concept of requesting absent stimuli
when those stimulus objects were needed in order to
engage in and to complete established operations.

Each

child was assigned two individualized two-stimulus
operations, one empirically determined to be most
preferred and one least preferred.

First the chi ld was

taught to perform the two operations and to name the
four associated stimuli; then the child was induced to
request by name one of the two stimuli associated with
participation in and completion of the two operations.
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One dependent measure was the number of request
training trials required to reach criterion of seven
consecutive spontaneous correct (unprompted) request
responses.

An additional dependent variable,

generalized requests

(novel requests)

for untrained

absent but needed stimulus objects within and/or
across established operations, was assessed through
multiple probe phases.

The request training phase

was followed by a set of _unprompted and verbally
unreinforced request/name/request probe trials to
test for generalized request responses.

In other

words, after learning to request one more preferred
stimulus and one less preferred stimulus, each
child's ability to spontaneously request the other
more and the other less preferred stimulus object was
assessed when those stimuli were withheld during a
set of request probe trials.
Reliability
Agreement measures for probe and training
response scores were obtained for each child in every
request generalization and/or name maintenance probe
phase and request training phase.

Additionally, most

of the children's response scores for the operation
and name training phase were independently recorded.
Mean percent agreement for operation and name
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training,

and request training responses was based on

an independent observer's record of responses on data
transcription forms.

Classroom teachers served as

e xperimental reliability observers for all request
generali z ation probes.

There was 100% agreement

between the trainer and classroom teachers when sets
of request/name/request probe responses were emitted
during all generalization probe phases for all
children.

The e x perimenter served as an observer for

all assessment, training, and probe phases.

Training

response scores were independently recorded during
appro x imately 66% of the operation and name training
phases among children; there was 100% interobserver
agreement.

All request training response scores

among all children were independently recorded and
100% interobserver agreement was obtained.
Probe and Request Training Data
Performance data on the behaviors in inducing
requests are presented in Table 8.

The effect of

more and less preferred stimuli associated with
children's most and least preferred operations was
assessed by comparing the overall total and overall
mean number of training trials to criterion (TTC)
across multiple acquisition and/or generalization
probe,

operation, name, and request training phases.

Table 8
Total and Mean Number Training Trails to Criterion Across
Operations, Names, and Requests by Each Child for the Most Preferred (MP1-MP2)
and the Least Preferred (LP1-LP2) Operations and Stimuli
Antecedent Controllinq Variables
I
Task Instruction
Task Materials
Child
Name (Vocal Verbal Stimuli)
(Nonverbal Stimuli)
"Draw: •
KRIS "Make a flower."
"Put it in."

"Make a flower."
BOB
"Clean it"

I

"Slice it."

ERIC "Feed him." •
"Put it in."

"Pick it up."
KEN
"Clean it"

Phases BC' & BC"
I
I Operation Training! Name Training
I MP I LP I MP I LP

MP1 : Tablet
MP2 : Pen
MP1 : Dough
MP2 : Press
LP1 : Peg
LP2 : Board

a·

10.

a

27
1a

MP1 : Dough
MP2 : Press
LP1 : Slate
LP2 : Eraser

a

MP1 : Dough
MP2 : Knife
LP1 : Baby
LP2 : Bottle
LP1 : Peg
LP2 : Board

a

MP1: Washer
MP2 : Magnet
LP1 : Slate
LP2 : Eraser

a

Tot. Operation, Name, & Request Traininq Trials
PhaseD
Request Training Tot. Most Pref Tot. Least Pref Overall Total
(LP1)
(MP + LP)
(MP)
MP I
LP

r
a

17
22
3a

77

147

37

45

a2

55

47

102

9
11

9
9

21

a
a

a
12
26

r
r

a·

9

a
a

a
14
15
14

70

I

I

23
15
52

17
16

Mean Number of Training TIC/Stimulus & TIC/Operatiop a.o I 9.2 I 14.7 I 13.9 I 13.0 I 16.7
Standard Deviation
0.0 I 2.7
I 7.0 I 1o.o 1 3.6 I 6.4
Mean Number of Overall Traininq TIC Across MP & LP Operations, Names, & Requests
Slandard Deviation by Stimulus & Operation & Overall Total Training TIC
----- -----Preference changed with the third operation preference analysis (OP3) : values included in Phases BC means, not trained
~-

61

113

14

53.5
13.5
13.4
6.1
in PhaseD & not

111 .0
57 .5
27.2
14.a
14.4
13.9
a.4
7.2
included in Overall Totals

CX>

co
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Overall sequential operation and name training and
request training data in Table 8 indicate a lack of
substantial functional relationship between operation
and/or stimulus preference and request acquisition
and generalization performance.
The mean overall number of acquisition TTC
across training phases was 53.5 for most preferred
operations and associated stimuli and 57.5 for the
least preferred operations and associated stimuli.
There was a mean difference of 4.0 (7%) fewer overall
training trials to acquire requesting for stimuli
associated with most preferred operations.

While

individual participants' mean scores were in the
predicted direction in 3 of 4 cases, mean differences
were slight in overall operation and name training and
request training phases.
The mean total number of operation training
phase TTC across the participants was 8.0 for most
preferred and was 9.2 for least preferred twostimulus operations (Table 8 & Appendix F) .

The

difference was due to one child only; 14 TTC were
required for Ken to learn his least preferred
operation (Slate-Eraser), which was a greater number
of TTC than was required by any other child.
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The mean total number of name training TTC among
the 4 children was 14.7 for names of more preferred
stimuli associated with most preferred operations and
13.9 for names of less preferred stimuli associated
with least preferred operations.

Name training TTC,

including those of stimuli eliminated due to third
operation preference analyses (Table 6), also did not
vary as a function of operation and/or stimulus
preference.

Most of the variation among subjects was

due to Kris, whose training was sporadic as she was
ill frequently.

Kris required considerably more name

training TTC than other children for the stimuli
associated with her final most and least preferred
operations.
The total request training TTC for children's
more and less preferred stimuli associated with each
child's final most and least preferred operations are
displayed in Table 9.

The mean request training TTC

for more and less preferred stimuli were 13.0 and
16.7, respectively.
There was a mean difference of 3.7 (22%)

fewer

request training TTC among the 4 children for their
more preferred stimuli as compared with their less
preferred stimuli.

The difference in the predicted

Table 9
Total and Mean Number of Request Training Trails to Criterion by each Child for
the Most Preferred (MP1-MP2l and the Least Prefe rr ed (LP1-LP2l Operation

Child
Name

Antecedent Controllina Variables
Task Instructions
Task Materials
(Vocal/Verbal Stimuli) (Nonverbal Stimuli)
"Make a flower."

KRIS
"Put it in."

"Make a flower."
BOB
"Clean it."

"Slice it."
ERIC
"Put it in."

"Pick it up."
KEN
"Clean it."

MP1

MP1: Dough
MP2: Press
LP1 : Peg
LP2: Board

17

MP1: Dough
IMP2· PrP.~~
LP11 :Slate
LP2: Eraser

11

17

9

26

11

21

32

9

23

32

15

14

29

13.0
3.6

16.7
6.4

29.7
2.9

9

21

MP1: Dough
MP2: Knife
LP ~ :Peg
LP~~: Board
MP1 : Washer
MP2: Magnet
LP1 :Slate
LP2: Eraser

Total Reauest Trainina Trials
PhaseD
Most
Pref
Least Pref
Total
Request Trainina
MP2
LP2 (MP1+MP2l lLP1+LP2l lMP + LPl
LP1

'

9

23
15

Mean Number of Traininq TTC by Stimulus
14.3
Mean Number of Trainina TIC bv Stimulus & Ooeration
Standard Deviation by Stimulus & Operation

14

9.0

17.5

14.9
5.2

16.0

]

1.0
I-'
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direction of the mean total number of request TTC
among children was due to 2 children; their
differences in favor of more preferred stimuli and/or
most preferred operations were 10 TTC (Bob) and 14
TTC (Eric) .
A set of graphs is presented in Figure 1 with
the 4 childrens' responses for the request training
phase for their final most and least preferred
operations (see corresponding tabulated data
presented in Appendix F) .

Note that, although highly

variable, request training TTC in Table 9 and request
training responses graphically presented in Figure 1,
indicated an apparent facilitative preference effect
for 2 of the children on the rate of emergence of
generalized specifically reinforced requests for
stimuli within and/or across established operations.
The unpredicted high score of 17 TTC for Kris to
re~Jest

one of her more preferred stimuli (Dough)

could be considered an inflated value.

When she was

instructed to "Make a flower." using a cookie press
and Playdough, she requested the absent stimulus
using an incorrect object name (i.e., "Flower,
please.") for the first 4 training trials

(i.e., the

correct response was "Dough, please." rather than
"Flower, please.").

The object name confusion cost
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Figure 1. Individual request training data lor Kris, Bob, Eric, and Ken . The data are presented as the number of correct request responses for stimulus
objects associated with each child's most preferred and least preferred operation. Request training responses were scored as zero (0) lor no response,
Imitative (prompted), or Incorrect object name and as one(+ 1) lor spontaneous (unprompted) responses. Criterion was reached at seven (7) consecutive
correct spontaneous (unprompted) request responses .
• Kris responded (requested) using an Incorrect object name.
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10 training trials to overcome.

If this problem had

not occurred the mean difference among children in
favor of the most preferred requests would have been
greater.

Refer to Figure 1 and note an asterisk

above each of these four training trials on Kris's
graphs as incorrect request responses were due to an
incorrect object name.
As is shown in Tables 8 and 9, there was some
variability between most and least preferred
operations in the total and mean number of request
training phase TTC among the participating children.
There was less variability in request training TTC for
more preferred stimuli

(~

= 3.6).

Individual

differences were considerably more evident for less
preferred stimuli

(~

= 6.4).

It might be noted that

previously specified incorrect request training
responses for Kris's more preferred stimuli might
account for an inflated variability va l ue reported
among children for preferred operations and/or
stimuli.
During post-training generalization probes all 4
participants made requests for the untrained more
preferred and untrained less preferred stimuli within
and/or across operations.

There was no demonstrated

effect of preference on generalization.
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However, on the average, the children developed
the concept of vocally requesting absent but needed
stimulus objects in fewer request training TTC than
the preschoolers in Tidwell's (1986) study.

There was

considerable request response variation across
operations among Tidwell's 4 preschoolers who required
139 (Gwen), 18

(Stacy), 81

(Brandon), and 28 (Brian)

total request TTC per operation (M = 66.5

&

~

=

55.7) and training TTC per stimulus object (M = 33.2 &
~

= 30.5).

The younger children in the present study

required a total of 26 (Kris), 32

(Bob), 32 (Eric),

and 29 (Ken) request training TTC per operation
(M = 30.2

and~=

object (M = 14.9 &

2.1) and training TTC per stimulus
~

= 5.2).

Refer to Appendix G to inspect a set of graphs
for each participating child across multiple sets of
generalization probe trials, operation and name and
request

ac~Jisition

training phases.

These graphs for

each child depict the process of learning to perform
operations, vocalize names, and vocalize requests for
more preferred and less preferred stimuli.

Each response

to a probe and/or a training trial was plotted on
parallel graphs to provide a graphic representation of
the effects of preferred operations and/or stimuli on
the emergence of requesting absent but needed objects.
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Two children (Kris & Eric) changed operation
and/or stimulus preference at the time of their third
operation preference analyses

(Table 6) and exhibited

varied and unpredicted rates of learning names and/or
requests for stimuli.

Kris's total overall operation

and name, and request training TTC for her final most
preferred and her final least preferred operations and
associated stimuli were 70 and 77, respectively.
Although Kris required the fewest total number of
request training TTC (26) she required the greatest
number (17) of training TTC for her most preferred
operation.

Her first four request responses to her

more preferred stimulus appeared to be (by trainer and
observer agreement) spontaneous requests for which she
used an incorrect name for the absent but needed
object.

Consequently, Kris's incorrect request

responses were scored as zero (incorrect)
and Appendix G (note the asterisks
plot points on graphs) .

*

in Figure 1

above those "0"

Kris did not receive the

needed object (i.e., she experienced an extinction or
time-out condition which confused and, more than
likely, delayed her imitative/echoic and subsequent
spontaneous responding for the needed stimulus
object).

Kris's spontaneous (unprompted) correct

requests were elicited on her 11th- 17th request
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training TTC for her more preferred stimulus.

She

required 9 request training TTC to request her less
preferred stimulus, the fewest total training TTC
among the 4 children.
Eric required 55 total overall training TTC for
his more preferred stimulus compared to 47 total
overall training TTC for his less preferred stimulus.
He required 9 training TTC, the fewest request
training TTC,

for his more preferred stimulus and the

greatest total number (23 TTC)
stimulus.

for his less preferred

Among the 4 children, Eric's request

training responses represented the greatest spread
between the number of request training TTC for stimuli
associated with most and least preferred operations.
In addition to differences related to operation
and/or stimulus preference, there were several
individual differences related to (1) measured
receptive and expressive l anguage standard scores, and
(2) adaptive behavior standard scores.

These

individual differences may have been correlates of a
young child's ability to acquire requests for more or
less preferred stimuli associated with most and least
preferred operations.

The Gardner (1985) norm

referenced measure of receptive language, Gardner
(1979) measure of e xpressive language, and Sparrow et al.
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(1984), Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales indicated
wide variation in language and adaptive behavior or
developmental skill levels among all 13 of the
children who were screened for requesting of absent
but needed objects (Tabl e s 2 & 4) .

The initial 5

participating children's norm referenced receptive
language standard scores were slightly higher on the
average and varied less than the average receptive
language standard scores among the children who
requested during the preliminary request screening
procedure.

However, their average expressive language

standard score was lower and the scores varied less.
The participants' average communication skills
standard score was also lower than the average
standard score among children who were able to request
but the variations were similar.

There was a

substantially greater average spread between receptive
and

expressive language standard scores for the 5

initial participants as compared to the 8
nonparticipants.

There were also higher average

standard scores measured across the Vineland Adaotive
Beha vior Scales daily living, socialization, and motor
skills domains among the 8 potential, but not used,
participants as compared to the trained children.
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Eric's estimated receptive language (SS = 135)
was well above the other participants' and the
potential participants' average, yet his estimated
expressive language (SS

= 100) and communication

skills (SS = 79), daily living skills (SS = 75),
socialization skills (SS = 89), and motor skills
(SS

= 94) domains were considerably lower than those

of the other participating children.

As noted

previously, Eric's request training responses for more
preferred and less preferred stimuli associated with
his most preferred and least preferred operations
represented the extreme request training TTC values
among the 4 participants who completed request
training, although his operation and name training
responses were not extremely different from the other
childrens' responses.
Discussion
The present study was conducted in an attempt to
support and extend experimental findings in Tidwell's
(1986) analysis of generalized requesting (generative
manding) among preschoolers.

It was developed with a

focus on the importance of the multidimensional
aspects in the study of first language learning,
specifically the nonlinguistic or motivational.
notion that stimulus equivalences and response

The
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induction might be facilitated as a function of the
motivational value of the needed but absent stimuli
was investigated as a nonlinguistic dimension.
Tidwell's training procedure was extended to
teach functionally independent but interrelated
classes of a child's receptive and expressive language
(operations, names, and requests)

in a natural

language paradigm (i.e., turn-taking in nonverbal and
verbal exchanges) .

Grouped multiple probe test trials

were interspersed between training trials and
alternating known-item maintenance trials until
operation, name, and request proficiency criterion was
reached for stimuli associated with both mo st and
least preferred operations.
All 4 participating children learned to make
generalized requests after they learned to request one
of the absent but needed stimulus objects associated
with one most and one least preferred operation.
Preference had no effect on generalized responding.
There was little variation in the number of
request training trials to criterion (TTC) among
children in my study.

The average number of request

training TTC associated with 2 participating
children's least preferred operations was somewhat
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greater than the average number of training TTC
associated with their most preferred operations and
the average number of training TTC of the other 2
children.

However, even for these 2 cases, requesting

of absent stimuli emerged in noticeably fewer TTC than
were required by Tidwell's 2 slowest learners.
Operation and/or stimulus preference clearly did
not influence acquisition of operations or names.

Nor

did preference facilitate the extension of naming to
requesting behavior, as the request word form had to
be independently trained with all 4 children.

This

finding is consistent with behavioral research reports
(Lamarre & Holland, 1985; Lee, 1981 & 1983; Tidwell,
1986) and with a rule-governed (Devany et al., 1986)
extension of Skinner's (1957) theoretical account of
requesting behavior controlled by antecedent and
consequent verbal and nonverbal stimuli.
The present study also reports a follow-up
investigation to establish the generality of
procedures incorporating the response chain
methodology used in Tidwell's (1986) analysis of the
role of stimulus and response classes in generative
requesting of absent but needed objects.

The

match-to-sample method was employed in an immediate
prompt and graduated time-delay errorless learning
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procedure as used by Tidwell.

Tidwell's general

procedure was extended and results were replicated
across a group of toddler-age and 2-year-old children
who were trained to perform two-stimulus operations,
to name stimuli, and to request absent but needed
stimulus objects.
As mentioned above, Tidwell's approach was
extended by using spaced skills and known-item
interspersal training trials, a training procedure
which may have facilitated the rate of stimulus
equivalence formation and request emergence among the
toddler-age children.

These 4 younger children also

developed spontaneous requesting more rapidly than 2
of the preschool children in Tidwell's (1986) study.
In contrast, Tidwell's slowest learners required fewer
trials to acquire their second requests, perhaps an
over-learning or learning-to-learn phenomenon.

This

training effect seems to have appeared sooner in my
study because request maintenance (known-item) trials
associated with most preferred operations were
interspersed with request acquisition t raining trials
associated with least preferred operations and thus
provided continued reinforcement for correct
responding as requesting emerged for stimuli
associated with least preferred operations.
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The results of the present study verify the
functional independence of names and requests as
verbal operants.

Children learned words as labels or

names (receptive language) but were not automatically
able to use those words as requests (expressive
language) when they were instructed to perform
established two-stimulus operations in the absence of
one of the two stimuli.

In other words, requests did

not develop collateral to the development of names,
suggesting that requests are controlled by
consequences specific to responses rather than by
generalized reinforcers
1981) .

(Lamarre & Holland, 1985; Lee,

These findings are consistent with current

functional and pragmatic analyses of the development
of language and requesting behavior:

the meaning of a

word is in its use in language (Whitehurst, 1982), is
context-related with ongoing stimulus events
(Gallagher & Prutting, 1983), and is reflexive or
"stands for" its referent in the absence of direct
reinforcement (Devany et al., 1986).
Additionally, this study examined the use of
language in context and the interrelatedness of
individual cognitive, social, and emotional factors to
the acquisition and generalization of requesting among
very young children in a day-care setting.

It is not
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surprising that operation preference did not prove to
be an especially important motivational variable in
facilitating the emergence of the 4 young children's
spontaneous requests.

It is generally agreed that

receptive and expressive language appear in normal
children according to a distinct and fairly predictable
developmental schedule, and that requesting in
particular can be suppressed only under extraordinary
circumstances.

According to Terrace (1985)

"there is

ample evidence that by the time a child is 18 months
old his or her demand [request] as expressed by a
particular word is specific to what is requested,
requires no prompting from the parent, and occurs
reliably in the absence of the (referent) object"
(p. 1023).

If Terrace is correct, how can the absence

or unpredictable emergence and generalization of
requesting in intellectually normal young children be
explained?
As my study has shown, it is also possible that
request acquisition and subsequent request response
generalization for some expressive language delayed
children is related to motivational properties of
preferred operations and/or stimuli.

Although specific

most or least preferred operations changed for 3 of 5
children over preliminary and repeated individualized
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operation preference anlyses, repeated analyses
reflected a clear hierarchy of operation preference
across children.

It is also conceivable that the

motivational value of preferred operations or stimuli
was indirectly related to individual differences in
cognitive function or adaptive behavior.
Additionally, the results of the preliminary
request screening and developmental assessments
conducted with 13 children in this study suggest that
there is an association between generalized requesting
among young children and general adaptive functioning
as determined by the Vineland Adaptive Be h a vi o r Scales
(Sparrow et al., 1984).

Results of teachers' responses

indicated that on the average, the 5 children who were
unable to request during the preliminary screening
procedure scored somewhat lower in communication, daily
living, socialization, motor skills domains, and
composite adaptive behavior than the children who we re
able to request absent objects, thus indicating
generally lower levels of social maturity or adaptive
behavior.

Among the 5 initial participants, average

receptive language performance on the standardized oneword picture vocabulary tests (Gardner, 1979, 1985) was
within the "Superior" range and relatively homogeneous
(SSM= 126.8, SS

~

= 11.7), although average
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expressive language performance was "Average" and
varied more (SSM= 102.4, SS

~

= 14.7).

The most notable d ifference between the 5 initial
participants and the 8 potential participants (children
who demonstrated generalized requesting) was that their
average standard score expressive/receptive difference
or spread (M = 24.5, SD = 7.1, & range = 17-35) was
greater and le ss varied.

Their 8 classmates' average

receptive/expr es sive language SS spread was less but
varied more due to 2 of the 8 children whose expressive
and receptive language scores were equal
~

= 11.9, range= 0-36).

(M = 16.9,

According to Gardner (1985),

when interpreting a difference score for an
individual, any standard score difference (spread)
between the two test scores that is 9 points or
more indicates a true difference in ability,
whereas a difference that is less than 9 points
would be more likely to be d ue to in st rumen t

and

not to true ability differenc e s . . . . The value 9
represents the 85% confidence limit for c omparing
standard scores from the ROW FVT to the EOWPVT . .
based on the median standard err or of difference
of 8.77 for the entire standardization sample
(p. 21 & Table 5, p. 26).
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The very low age level of the toddler-age children
in my study requires one to consider varied standard
error of difference

(SED) at the 85% confidence limit

for children 24-29 months (SED= 10.58), 30-35
11.63), and 36-41 months (SED= 8.90).

(SED

With the

exception of 1 participant (Ken = 6.4) and the
exception of 3 potential participants whose ageadjusted receptive/expressive spreads were the highest
(#1,

#2, & #7), the receptive/expressive spread was

less or considerably less for the children who
requested during preliminary screening.
Generally, aggressive, escape-avoidance, and other
disruptive behavior patterns were most noticeable and
extreme among the 5 children who were unable to request
absent but needed objects.

A similar variety of child

behavior problems have been reported in child language
and development literature and associated with
primitive and prelinguistic communication skills
(Bates, Benigni, Bretherton, Camaioni, & Volterra,
1979), but more commonly with dysfunctional social and
communication systems

(Carr & Durand, 1985, 1987) .

Brumback and Stanton (1983) have reported a high
incidence of conduct disorder among learning disabled
children with delayed expressive language and stressed
the importance of recognition of cerebral dysfunction.
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This study was intended to provide a model for
assessing and/or remediating children's mildly delayed
e xpressive language development in a day-care setting.
An assessment of cognitive-linguistic skill development

using standardized one-word picture vocabulary tests of
receptive and expressive language can be conducted
quickly with very young children.

The nonlinguistic

context of requesting absent objects can be
investigated easily by means of a game-like, forcedchoice procedure to determine individualized preferred
operations or stimuli.

The empirically determined most

preferred operations or stimuli can then be embedded in
a stimulus deprivation procedure in order to provided a
resource for better understanding how a child might be
motivated to take an active and selective role in
acquiring requesting skills.

Basic communication skill

development in a natural setting can provide a child
with opportunities for successful social interaction
and for generally accelerated learning.
In summary, the present request training and
generalization data e xtended and supported Tidwell's
(1986) theoretical analysis of the controlling
variables of requesting by indicating that some
activities and/or stimulus objects may have more
motivational value for some children and thereby
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accelerate the request response induction process.

In

other words, 2 of these 4 children learned request
responses somewhat more rapidly when deprived of a
stimulus object associated with participation in a mos t
preferred two-stimulus operation.

The request

acquisition and response generalization results as
compared with the results reported by Tidwell, are
generally supportive of the superiority of the e xtende d
training procedure as well as the use of preferred
operations and/or stimulus objects for the at-risk or
the-difficult-to-teach young child.
Due to the small sampling of children, requ e st
screening and training results of my study have only
established a suggestion of a correlation between
varied levels of cognitive-linguistic ability and
performance and lower levels of adaptive behavior and
the emergence of requests among intellectually normal
children.

My findings are in agreement with previous

research reports and suggest that the communication
approach to behavioral intervention might be addressed
in early childhood education.

Continued child language

acquisition research may yield valuable information
regarding the absence of requesting behavior and help
to clarify the nature of request concept formation as a
parameter of children's adaptive behavior.
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Appendix A
Letter to Inform Parents of the Purpose of the Study

To the parents of Kinder-Care child,
My name is Kay Tim. I am a graduate student in the Department of Psychology at the
University of the Pacific.
My interest in language development has included teaching English as a Second
Language (ESL) at San Joaquin Delta College. In 1984, I developed and supervised a
language program for immigrant elementary school children which was conducted by
U.O.P. students at the John F. Kennedy School; I, also, supervised U.O.P . students
who developed and taught communication programs for language deficient elementary .
and preschool children in the Hoover Orthopedic Program of the Stockton Unified
School District.
·
During the past year I have assisted a fellow graduate student, Guy Tidwell, in studying
how preschool children learn to ask for things which are missing but are needed.
Young children do not uniformly request absent objects such as crayons and paper
when needed to color. However, this skill helps a child participate in enjoyable
activities, and thereby, develop independent and acceptable behavior.
I am currently interested in teaching toddlers how to request unavailable objects as
they are first learning to ask for things they need or want. This instruction is expected to
help a toddler to develop effective communication skills and to avoid unnecessary
frustration which can lead to problem behaviors like crying, grabbing, or withdrawal.
Teaching sessions will be conducted in the Kinder-Care classroom with the assistance
of the Kinder-Care staff in order to assure your chi~ of a productive and worthwhile
experience. Four psychology students experienced in language teaching with children,
Becky Bryant, Terrie Morris, Susan Risi, and Guy Tidwell, will assist me. I will, also, be
observed by Dr. Michael Davis of U.O.P.
In order for your child to participate in this individual language instruction, you should
sign and return the enclosed permission form. If you have any questions, please feel
free to call me at 946-2133 or Dr. Davis at 944-0888.
Sincerely,

Kay Lewis Tim

(2 0 9) 4 66-4 316
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Informed Consent Agreement for the Child to
Participte in the UOP Language Study

PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM

University of the Pacific Language Study

I have read and understand the accompanying statement. I am, also,
aware that either I or my child may withdraw our participation at any time
during the course of instruction.

Yes, I grant permission for my child, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , to take
part in the U.O.P. Language Study.

No, I do not wish my child, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , to participate
in the U.O.P. Language Study.

Signed:------------

.

Date: - - - -
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Appendix B
Preliminary Request Screening Data Sheet

Form for Request Training & Data Collection
Phase: _ __

Date:_/_/_

Trainer:--------

Time:

AM/PM

Child: _ _ _ _ __

Reliability Observer:

Select operations: check (.I) two child-preferred operations from the item list below
() lndjan-Horse ± "Ride."
( l Ring-Post+ "Stack."
( ) Comb-Mirror ± "Put tl together."
( ) Frog-Net ± "Catch jt "
Response Scores:

Request
= correct
0 (0) = incorrect

+ (1)

1. Indian-Horse± "Ride "
a. Present Indian I [no Horse) ± "Ride
b. Present~ ± "What is this?"
c. Present Indian I [no Horse) ± "Ride."
2. Ring-Post+ "Stack."
a. Present Ring I [no Post] ± "Stack."
b. Present f.Q.sl, ± "What is this?
c. Present Ring /[no Post] ± "Stack."
3. Ring-Post + "Stack."
a. Present Post I [no Ring] ± "Stack."
b. Present B.in.g, ± "What is this?"
c. Present Post I [no Ring] ± "Stack."
4. Comb-Mirror + "Put it together "
a. Present Mirror I [no Comb] ± "Put it together."
b. Present .QQmb. ± "What is this?"
c. Present Mirror I [no Comb] ± "Put it together."
5. Frog-Net+ "Catch tt."
c. Present Net I [no Frog]+ "Catch it."
b. Present .ErQQ. ± "What is this?"
c. Present Net I [no Frog]+ "Catch it."
6. Indian-Horse + "Ride"
a. Present Horse I [no Indian] ± "Ride."
b. Present J..oQilln + "What is this?"
c. Present Horse I [no Indian) + "Ride."
7. Comb-Mirror+ "Put it together "
a. Present Comb I [no Mirror) + "Put it together."
b. Present Mi..rrm + "What is this?"
c. Present Comb I [no Mirror] + "Put it together."
8. Prog-Net + "Catch jt "
a. Present Frog I [no Net] + "Catch it."
b. Present .tiel + "What is this?"
c. Present Frog I [no Net] + "Catch it."

Screen 1

N.am.e.

+ (1)

= correct

0 (0) = incorrect

Screen 2
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Appendi x C
Pre liminary Stimulus Preference Analys e s

Form for Stimulus Preference Observation & Data Collection
Phase: _ __

Date: _/_/_

Trainer·
Stimuli
Items
Baby
Bottle
Chalk
Comb
Eraser
Key
Lock

Mone~

Purse
Slate
Washer

Child : _ _ _ _ __

Reliability Observer·
Total of 32 Observation Intervals
7 min
8 min No. of
4 min
5 min
6 min
1 min
2 min
3 min
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 Inter.
X X
X X X
X

X

X
X
X

X X
X X X

4

X

7
4
14
13
17

6
6

X

X X X
X X X X X

X
X X X X XX X
X X X X XX X

X X

Ma~net

Mirror

AM/PM

Time :

X
X X X X X X

X
X X X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X
X X X X X X X

X X
X X X
X X
X X
X X X X X X X X X X X
X

8
X
X

X

X
X X X X X X X X X X X

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
6 min
7 min
8 min
1 min
3 min
4 min
5 min
2 min

Calculating occurrence
of hand/toy contact
Stimuli
Item
1. Washer
2. Magnet
3. Key
4. Lock
5. Slate
6. Mirror
7. Comb
8. Chalk
9. Bottle
10. Baby
11 . Eraser
12. Purse
13. Money

Number of
Intervals

1
1
1
1

7
7
4
3
8
8

7
6
6

4
4
3
3

ftioteiYals baodled x 100 = %occurrence
total # of intervals
Percentage of
Occurrence

53%
5 3

44
4
2
2
2
1

1
5
5
2
9

1 9

13
13
9
9

3
3
8

17
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Ranked FreQuency of Forced-Choice Responses Across All
Possible Pairs of Most/Least Preferred Two-Stimulus Operation

Form for Operation Presentation & Preference Data Collection
Phase: _ _

Date:_/_/_

Trainer: _ _ _ _ _ __

Time:

AM/PM

Child: _ _ _ _ __
0
- - /o

Reliability Observer:

ASK THE CHILD TO SELECT OF ONE OF TWO OPERATIONS PRESENTED:

Indicate the child's choice with an asterisk (•) in front of the item
PURSE-MONEY I SLATE-ERASER
KEY-LOCK I SLATE-ERASER
BABY-BOTILE I KEY-LOCK
KEY-LOCK I COMB-MIRROR
SLATE-ERASER I BABY-BOTILE
COMB-MIRROR I SLATE-ERASER
COMB-MIRROR I KEY-LOCK
KEY-LOCK I PURSE-MONEY
BABY-BOTILE I WASHER-MAGNET
WASHER-MAGNET I PURSE-MONEY
WASHER-MAGNET I SLATE-ERASER
BABY-BOTILE I SLATE-ERASER
WASHER-MAGNET I BABY-BOTILE
BABY-BOTILE I PURSE-MONEY
PURSE-MONEY I KEY-LOCK

WASHER-MAGNET I KEY-LOCK
COMB-MIRROR I BABY-BOTILE
PURSE-MONEY I WASHER-MAGNET
BABY-BOTILE I COMB-MIRROR
WASHER-MAGNET I COMB-MIRROR
KEY-LOCK I BABY-BOTILE
SLATE-ERASER I KEY-LOCK
SLATE-ERASER I WASHER-MAGNET
PURSE-MONEY I COMB-MIRROR
PURSE-MONEY I BABY-BOTILE
SLATE-ERASER I PURSE-MONEY
COMB-MIRROR I WASHER-MAGNET
COMB-MIRROR I PURSE-MONEY
SLATE-ERASER I COMB-MIRROR
KEY-LOCK I WASHER-MAGNET

TALLY & SUMMARY

%choice

/o

1. WASHER-MAGNET

___

2 . KEY-LOCK

- - - o/o

3. COMB-MIRROR

---__

4. SLATE-ERASER
5. BABY-BOTTLE
6. PURSE-MONEY

0

0/o
0/o
%
0/o

RANK ORDERED: Most Preferred (MP) to Least Preferred (LP)

1. _ _ _ _ _ __
2. _ _ _ _ _ __

3.------4. - - - - - - 5. - - - - ' - - - - - 6. - - - - - - -

0
- - - /o
- - - 0/o
- - - 0/o

0/o
-- - 0/o
0/o
--
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Appendix D
Phase A Regyest Generalization Probes

Form for Request Training & Probe Data Collection
Phase: _ _

Time:

Date : _/_/_

Trainer: _ _ _ _ _ __

AM I PM

Child:------

__%

Reliability Observer:

Operations:
WASHER-MAGNET+ "PICK IT UP"
SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN IT"
Response scores:

1. WASHER-MAGNET

t

Requests
+ ( 1) = correct
0 (0) -= incorrect

~

+ (1) == correct
0 (0) = incorrect

"PICK UP."

a. Present WASHER I [no MAGNET] t "PICK UP."
b. Present MAGNET t "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present WASHER I [no MAGNET] t "PICK UP."
2. SLATE-ERASER

t

"CLEAN."

a. Present SLATE I [no ERASER] t "CLEAN IT."
b. Present ERASER t "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present SLATE I [no ERASER] t "CLEAN IT."
3. WASHER-MAGNET+ "PICK UP."
a. Present MAGNET I [no WASHER] t "PICK UP."
b. Present WASHER t "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present MAGNET I [no WASHER] t "PICK UP."
4. SLATE-ERASER t "CLEAN."
a. Present ERASER I [no SLATE] t "CLEAN IT."
b. Present SLATE t "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present ERASER I [no SLATE] t "CLEAN IT."
COMMENT ON EACH SET OF GENERALIZATION PROBES:

1. _____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________
4 . _____________________________________________________
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Phase BC Op er ation and Name Training

Form for Operation & Name Training & Data Collection
Phase:

Date:_/_/_

Trainer: _ _ _ __

Time: - -

AM I PM

Child: _ __

Reliability Observer: _ _ _ _ _ __

Stimulus Objects (Names)
WASHER (WASH)
MAGNET (MAG)
SLATE
(SLATE)
ERASER (ERASE)

Instructions
"What is this?"
"What is this?"
"What is this?"
"What is this?"

Response Chains (Operations)
WASHER-MAGNET (W-M)
SLATE-ERASER
(S-E)

"Pick it up."
"Clean it."

o;o

Echoic Prompts
"Say, 'washer."'
"Say, 'magnet.'
"Say, 'slate."'
"Say, 'eraser."'

+

Respon se Scores:
(record one)

---

Operations

+ (1) = correct

+ (1) = correct

e (0) = echoic
0 (0) = incorrect

m (0) =model
0 (0) = incorrect

WASH M_Mi

SLATE

ERASER W-M

H

Trials To Criterion (TIC) :
SLATE-ERASER
1. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN."
2. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
3. SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
4. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN ."
5. SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
6. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THiST;
WASHER-MAGNET
7. WASHER-MAG +"PICK UP."
8. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
9. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
10. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
11. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?
12. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?
WASHER-MAGNET
13. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
14. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
15. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
16 WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
17. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?
18. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
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(Pha se BC Operation and Name Training continued)
B~li!QQnli!e ~cQr~li!:

~

+ (1) "'correct
e (0) "'echoic
0 (0) "' incorrect

WASH
SLATE-ERASER
19. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN ."
20. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
21. SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
22. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN."
23 . SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
24. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
WASHEB-MAGNET
25. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
26 . MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
27 . WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
28 . WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
29. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?
30 . MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?
WASHER-MAGNET
31. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
32. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
33. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
34. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
35. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?
36. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?
WASHER-MAGNET
37. WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
38. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
39. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
40 . WASHER-MAG+ "PICK UP."
41. WASHER+ "WHAT IS THIS?
42. MAGNET+ "WHAT IS THIS?
SLATE-ERASER
43. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN."
44. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
45 . SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
46. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN."
47. SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
48 . ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
SLATE-ERASEB
49. SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN ."
50. ERASER+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
51 . SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
52 . SLATE-ERASER+ "CLEAN."
53. SLATE+ "WHAT IS THIS?"

MAG

~

XXX
XXX

QQ~[ii!liQOli!

+ (1) = correct
m (0) =model
0 (0) = incorrect

ERASEB W-M

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX

XXX XXX
XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

li

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
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Phase D Request Training
Form for Request Training & Data Collection

Phase:
Date:_/_/_ Time:
AM I PM C h i l d : - - - - Reliability Observer: _ _ _ __
Trainer: - - - - - Response Chain Objects
WASHER I [no MAGNET]
ERASER I [no SLATE]

Instructions
"Pick it up."
"Clean it."

Echoic Prompts
"Say, 'magnet, please."'
"Say, 'slate, please ."'

+

Request
Resgonse Scor~~ :
(circle one)
+ (1) =correct
e (0) = echoic
0 (0) = incorrect
"Magnet. please ."

"Slate. please."

Trainina Trials to Criterion (TIC):
1. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

2. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

3 . ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

4. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

5. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e +

6. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e +

7. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

8. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

9 . ERASER I [no SLATE] + "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e +

10. WASHER I [no MAGNET] +"PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

o

o

xxxx

o
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(Phase D Request Tr aining continued)
"MaQnet. please." "Slate. please."

11 . ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

12. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

13. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

14. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e +

15. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

16 WASHER I [no MAGNET] +"PICK IT UP."

e +

17. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e + 0

18. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

19. ERASER I [no SLATE]+ "CLEAN IT."

xxxx

e +

20. WASHER/ [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

21. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e +

22. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

23. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e + 0

24 . WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

25. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e + 0

26. WASHER I [no MAGNET] + "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

27. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e + 0

28. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e +

29. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e +

30. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

31. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e + 0

32. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e + 0

xxxx

33. PEG I no BOARD+ "PUT IT IN."

xxxx

e + 0

34. WASHER I [no MAGNET]+ "PICK IT UP."

e +

o
o

o

o

xxxx
e + 0

xxxx

o

o

xxxx
o

xxxx
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Appendi x D
Mas t e r:

Ph as e A Re que s t Gene r a li zat i o n Pr obe s

Form for Request Training & Probe Data Collection
Date:_/_/_ Time: _ _
Phase:
Trainer: - - - - Reliability Observer:

AM I PM Child: _ __

--- %

Operations:
MP1-MP2 + MP3
LP1-LP2 + LP3
Response scores:

Requests

Names

+ ( 1) = correct

+ (1) = correct

0 (0) = incorrect

0 (0) = incorrect

1. MP1 -MP2 +"MP3."
a. Present MP2 I [no MP1] + "MP3."
b. Present MP1 + "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present MP2 I [no MP1] + "MP3."
2. LP1-LP2 + "LP3 ."
a. Present LP1 I [no LP2] + "LP3."
b. Present .L..E2 + "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present LP1 I [no LP2] + "LP3."
3. MP1-MP2 + "MP3."
a. Present MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP3."
b. Present M.f:g + "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP3 ."
4. LP1-LP2 + "LP3."
a. Present LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP3. "
b. Present i l l + "WHAT IS THIS?"
c. Present LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP3."
COMMENT ON EACH SET OF PROBES:

1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ ____

2·----------------------~------3._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____
4._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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Master:

Phase BC Operation & Name Tr a ining

Form for Operation & Name Training & Data Collection
Phase:

Date:_/_/_

Time:

AM I PM

Trainer:--------

Reliability Observer:

Stimulus Objects (Names)
MP1
MP2
LP1
LP2

Instructions
"What is this?"
"What is this?"
"What is lhis ?"
"What is this?"

ResQonses Chains (Operations)
MP1-MP2
LP1-LP2

"MP3."
"LP3."

(record one)

- - - o;o
Echoic Prompts
"Say, 'MP1.'"
"Say, 'MP2."'
"Say, 'LP1 ."'
"Say, 'LP2."'

+

Response Scores:

Child : - - - - - -

Names
+ (1) = correct
e (0) = echoic
0 (0) = incorrect

Operations
+ (1)=correct
m (0) =model
0 (0) = incorrect

Mf1

M.E.2.

.1.£1

.L..E2.

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

MP1-MP2 LP1-LP2

Trials To Criterion (TIC) :
LP1-LP2
1. LP1 + LP3
2. LP2 +'WHAT IS THIS?"
3. LP1 +'WHAT IS THIS?"
4. LP1 + LP3
5. LP1 +'WHAT IS THIS?"
6. LP2+ "WHAT IS THIS?"
MP1-MP2
7. MP1 + MP3
8. MP2 +"WHAT IS THIS?"
9. MP1 +"WHAT IS THIS?"
10. MP1 + MP3
11 . MP1 +"WHAT IS THIS?
12. MP2 +"WHAT IS THIS?
MP1-MP2
13. MP1 + MP3
14. MP2 +"WHAT IS THIS?"
15. MP1 +"WHAT IS THIS?"
16. MP1 + MP3
17. MP1 +"WHAT IS THIS?
18. MP2 + "WHAT IS THIS?

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
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Master:

Phase D Request Traini ng

Form for Request Training & Data Collection
Phase: _ _

Date:_/_/_

Trainer: _ _ _ _ __

AM I PM

Time:

Child: _ _ __

Reliability Observer:

RespQnse Qbaios[ QbjeQ!s

lnstn.JQ!iQns

0
- - /o

+

EQhQiQ ErQmQ!S

MP1 I [no MP2]

"MP1."

"Say, 'MP2, please."'

LP2 I [no LP1]

"LP1."

"Say, 'LP1, please."'

BflSQQDSfl S~Q[flS

BflQUflSlS

+ (1) =correct
(circle one)

e (0)
0 (0)

"MP2 . please."

=echoic
=incorrect

"LP1.please."

Trials !Q QriteriQn (TTC):

XX XX XX

e + 0

e + 0

XX XXX X

3. LP2 i [no LP1] + "LP1."

xxxxxx

e + 0

4. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e + 0

xxxxxx

5. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1."

xxxxxx

e + 0

6. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e + 0

XX XX XX

7. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1 ."

xxxxxx

e + 0

8. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e + 0

xxxxxx

9. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1 ."

XX XXX X

e +

10. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1 ."

e + 0

xxxxxx

1. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1."
2.

MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

o

1 38

(Master :

Phase D Reguest Training continued)

11. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1 ."

xxxxxx

e +

12. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

xxxxxx

13. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1."

XX XX XX

e +

14. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

XXX XX

15. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1."

xxxxxx

16 MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

17. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1."

XXXX XX

18. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1 ."

e +

19. LP2 I [no LP1] + "LP1 ."

XXXX XX

e +

20. MP11 [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

xxxxxx

21 . LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

XXXX XX

22. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

23. LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

xxxxxx

24. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

25. LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

xxxxxx

26. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

27. LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

XX XX XX

28. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

29 . LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

XX XXX X

30 . MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

31. LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

XX XXX X

32. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1."

e +

33. LP1 I no LP2 + "LP3."

XXXX XX

34. MP1 I [no MP2] + "MP1 ."

e +

0

0

0

0

0

0

o
0

0

o

0

o

0

e +

0

0

XX XX XX
e +

o

XX XX XX

e +

0

o

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
e +

0

xxxxxx
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Appendix F
Total and Mean Number of Operation. Name. & Request Training
Trails to Criterion by Most & Least Preferred Operations

1. "Slice it."

2. "Make a flower."
3 . "Pick it up."

8.0

8

8

8 .0
8

Washer-Magnet
Tablet-Pen

5. "Feed him/her."

Baby-BoUle

6. "Put it in."

8

Dough-Press

4 . "Draw."

7. "Clean it."

8.0

e·

Peg-Board

LP1 & LP2

Most Pre!
(MP)

ERIC ' KEN

KRIS BOB

Dough-Knife
MP1 & MP2

8 .0

8

Slate-Eraser

a·

8 .0

8

8 .0

I

16

I

11.0

14

8

Total Number of Operation Training TIC
Mean Number of Operation Training TIC
Standard Deviation

Means
Least Pre!
(LP)

Child Name

Antecedent Controlling Variables
Phases BC' & BC"
Task Instructions
Task Materials
Responses
(Vocal Verbal Stimuli) I(Nonverbal Stimuli)
(Operations)

I

16

16

I

22

I

e.o I 8 .0 I 8 .0 111.0 I
o.o I o.o I o.o I 4.2 I

I
I

8 .0
0.0

9.2
2.7

• Ch1k1 '5 pteferenoe chlnged 'Mth a thl'd operation preference analr-- (OP3) ; Yak.IH •• notlnduded 11 TTC, but •• lndud.cf in meiWla & ltandard dr-1 .. 006

1. "Say_'Knife' or 'Dough~
2. "Say 'Douah' or 'Press'"

KRIS BOB

"Dough" or "Knife•
MP1 orMP2

"DouQh" or "Press·

ERIC

4. "Sav 'Tabler or 'Pen~

"Tabler or "Pen·

5. "Say 'Baby' or 'Bottle."

"Baby" or "Boule"
"Pea" or "Board"

LP1 orLP2

7. "Say 'Slate' or 'Erase~

Child 1 preff:H"ence chan~ 'Mih a thl'd opetabon ptefer.-.ce anii)'S'I (0P3),

Antecedent Controlling Varibles
Task lnsHuctions
I Vocal lnstruction .. .'Echoic PromPr)

va~uttt•e

ask Materials
MP
LP

KEN

19.0
15.8

27+18 9+9
14...15

22+38

I

14.5
8.5

10+7"

"Slate" or "Eraser"

Total Number of Name Training TTC/Child
Mean Number of Name Training 1 1CtChild/Operation
Standard Deviation
Mean Number of Name Trainina TTC Amono Children/Operations
Standard Deviation

Means
Most Pre! Least Prof
(MP)
(LP)

12+26

·washer" or "Maoner

3. "Sav 'WashM or 'Magnet'"

6. ·sav 'Pea' or 'Boar~

Chtlo Name

Phases BC' & BC"
Responses
(Names)

Antecedent Controlling Venables
Vocal Task Instructions
Task Materials
(What is this? +Echoic Prompt) I(Nonverbal Stimuli

7+7"

7.0

8+8

25.2

8+8

17+16

122 I 34
20.3 1 8.5
11.4
0.6

68 I 62
11.3! 15.5
7.41 1.3

12.2

14.7
7.0

I

13.9
10.0

14 .3
8.4
i'tduo.d In TTC, mMil6 & asandatd

PhaseD
Responses
(ReQuests)

1. "Slice h. Say 'KnHe please.'"

Dough

"KnHe, please."

2. "Make a flower. Say 'Douqh, please.'"

Press

"Douqh, please."

3. "Pick h UP. Sav 'Magnet, please.'"

Washer

"Magnet. please."

4. "Put h ln. Say 'Board, please .'"

Pea

5. "Clean h. Say 'Slate, please.'"

Eraser "Slate, please."

"Board, please."

. Total Numoer of Request Training TTCIChild
Mean Numoer ol Heouest raining C/Childl~rations
Standard aviation
Mean Numoer of ReQuest raimnq
Aroonq hild en!MP & _p :lperations
Stanoard Deviation
Mean Number of Hequest raining
; Among hllden/Operations
Standard Deviation

devw~

Child Name
KRIS BOB ERIC KEN

11

14.0
15

9

Means
Least Pre!
(LP)

9.0

9
17

Most Pre!
(MP)

15.0

23
21

26
32
32
13.0 16.0 16.0
5.7 7.1 9.9

16.0
17.5

14
29
14.5
0.7

16.7
6.4

13.0
3.6
14 .9
5 .2

Appendix G
Individual Operation, Name, and Request Training and Request Generalization Probe Data are
Presented for Most Preferred (MP1-MP2) and Least Preferred (LP1-LP2) Operations
KRIS
Operation & Name Training
(BC)

Probe
(A 1)

..'...

27
Ill

31

&
XI

a:
Cl

c:

·c:

23
19 ~ - - --

7
3

oc,.c.

10

15

•.o t)ll • o

20

'
'

.! 2'271
1
;

•
•
•
•

MP1:
MP2:
MP1 :
MP2:
o MP:

- -·

''
'
''
---·--.
'
'
-- ··- --- ---- · ------------,--- - ----.. - ---- - ----- ,' - -- ------ - -- - --- -- --

~
0

&

1- :

o!l

t:

·· ·· ·

I

---- - -0

y

-- -·

· ·-

'

-- -- , --- - -- -~-- -- - - - i · --- - -

o

0

0

0

0

Name
Name
Request
Request
Operation

0

0 rA

1!1

I

-·- ··'·· --

_ _ J' __ ___ __ _ __ _ L'

· - · - - ·· - _ _ ______ J.' _ _ _

---- ·-- - ----- - -

IS

£

MOST PREFERRED OPERA llON
- ... Dougll-Press

'
'
'
--- ----·--r-----.------ -,--- -I

- ·

..• - : - -- ..

Criterion''

Operation & Name Training
(BC")

Probe
(A3)

-· - -- ----··· · --~~~- - ___
---·· · !- - ·- --i·- --.... _·--~
.__1..__

·:·'

~

8

MOST PREFERRED OPERA llON
. . Tablet-Pen -

...,... - - -

31

Probe
(A2)

: --

.a o • -- a A

__ Q

A()&

_ o

Q6

ll b

~ - -·

I

- ·-

-

30

10

50

60

:~

70

80

--- .. - -

Peg-Board -

. --- - -- - ------- :·

' -

;

-·066 06 &

110

120

a a aa

llO

6

a

--r----~
30

·

-~

' · ' -- - - '' -- -

so

6°0

io

0

- +-·

<>_20_;0_0_·_o_-_.o_. _·_·.,_~

--- ·
6

. . . . . ... .
o•

.t..a

ISO

.u. •o. o

160

170

180

190

1

- -- - .

--- -:- -- -

.; ·

-- .. . ;

• LP1 : Name
• LP2: Name
• LP1: Request
LP2: Request
o LP: Operation

0

0 - o- 0

I

"···- - · · · T·· - - -· · · · ··- 1 ·

_· ·_ ·_·

. .. - Peg-Board --

-- 0

0

0 •

_--_-_··_-·_:..f-·-_--_-_--,_;:_._·_-_-------·-·_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_·-----~

·- -- - --!-- - - ·----~----! --- -- -- ------ - -- ---- - --•a u: ~ .,..._, A
...; a a a
•
a
e'o ' t'o
1~0
'1 ;o
120
llO
~~;-

0 !.04 - -· - -- - a
• a a a a .. ., 6&

-<)6

a

.. -

Q

~a./'

110

.... -- -- - . .
'

-'-

---~ --- -·

··- ·. - -· .... - --:---- ----· --- {- -· I

0
-

0

-- o- -- - -- <> - --

'i:jl!aooto•o aa

:'

100

·----- ~~~~-; ~==== ~~~-=~=- - :--~~-~ :

. ··-

I

,------~:-----;

Co&O

LEAST PREFERRED OPERAllON

-

0J

~~

90

1

Crlterton

~

LEAST PREFERRED OPERAllON

:
.

I

- -- ----...1.--- - - -- ' ·· -- - --- • --- - ---

- - - - -- -- -

a

0

A.6

-- -·

4

a

a

ISO

a a

•

160

•

.....

170

• ....,

•

...,._.....~-~
180
190

Trials
Figure 2 1 Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Kris: All most and least preferred (MP 1, MP2, LP 1 and LP2) name probe, training, and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles (~) or(_.), request probe, training, and maintenance responses by diamonds((>) or (•). respectively, and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by drdes (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the response was incorrect or imitative and as one(+ 1) if the response was spontaneous . Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) training responses.
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~

0

KRIS
Operation & Name Training
(BC")
MOST PREFERRED OPERATION
DougtrPress

31

Request Training
(D)

Probe
(A4)

Probe
(AS)

MOST PREFERRED OPERATION
: .
. DougtrPress .

21

Ill

5lc:

8.
ID

a:

C)

c:

·c:

23

•

t .......

21
23

o _,_

<>-'

~

190

'

. I .
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...
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200
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o

c.
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210

22 0

a
G

0

210

250
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2 30

'

-

-6'"'; - -------- --- -;--- --

0

- •

- t

I

I

~

260

. •

0
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<I -

: ,) o,o,) ,)~~-'-'~r-""~-~7,

("o

280

210

290

lOO

310

·-
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• T o• - . • r • _.. • 1 .. .

320

330

310

19

-~~~erio~--------------------------------c·---e-·----------------a ----~----'
e.
,)
..
..
,. . !.'! .• ~.- ~ 1
180

190

~ -- ••r...-•r~- - ~ -• -·I'' ~ ---. ~ ,,
200

2 10

•

23 0

••

r

•

_ _ _..:.._ ..: . , . ...... - ....-T...... - • .. __ _ ,, •.,. ..

22 0

210

• • , ,,.., • • • -

• r-~

35 0

LPt :
• LP2:
LPt :
LP2:
·o LP:

·:'

0

·~•

' l

360

LEAST PREFERRED OPERATION
Peg-Board '

0

o

Name
Name
Request
Request
Operation

------0 ~o:---------·· - -·- - ------- -- ------ --

a a • •

IS
II

MP1 :
MP2:
MPt :
MP2:
MP:

I

LEAST PREFERRED OPERATION
Peg-Board

lo

•
•
•
•
o

~

0

~ ........ -,..-- -.!- ~ , ... ~~- , ~- ·-- ·- · r------.,. . .--......!...-...r---____......,

180

2

~

' Crllerlon

0

31

f? .

&

3j

~

8

0

IS
11

o1j

£

·O

19 .

250

•
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•
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280

Name
Name
Request
Request
Operation

290

300

l iO

320

1

330

31 0

350

36 0

Trials

Figure 2 2, Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Kris: All most and least preferred (MP1, MP2, LP 1 and LP2) name probe, training, and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles (.6.) or(~) . request probe, training, and maintenance responses by diamonds(¢) or(.). respectively , and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by circles (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the response was incorrect or imitative and as one ( + 1) if the response was spontaneous. Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) training responses.
• Kris responded (requested) spontaneously using an incorrect object name.
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Figure 3 1 Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Bob: All most and least preferred (MP 1, MP2, LP 1 and LP2) name probe, training , and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles (fl.) or (A), request probe, training, and maintenance responses by diamonds (O) or(.). respectively, and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by cirdes (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the response was incorrect or imitative and as one ( +1) if the response was spontaneous . Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) training responses .
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Figure 4 1 Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Eric: All most and least preferred (MP 1, MP2, LP1 and LP2) name probe, training , and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles (.6) or (A), requetst probe, train ing, and maintenance responses by diamonds(¢) or(+). respectively, and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by drdes (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the response was incorrect or imitative and as one ( + 1) if the response was spontaneous. Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) training responses .
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Figure 4 2 Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Eric: All most and least preferred (MP 1, MP2, LP1 and LP2) name probe, training, and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles (.6) or (A), reque:st probe, training, and maintenance responses by diamonds(¢) or(+). respectively, and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by drdes (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the resiPonse was incorrect or imitative and as one(+ 1) if the response was spontaneous. Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) training responses .
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Figure 5 1 Instructional effectiveness of operation and name training for Ken : All most and least preferred (MP 1, MP2, LP 1 and LP2) name probe, training, and maintenance
responses are represented by triangles {.6.) or (A), request probe, training, and maintenance responses by diamonds(~) or(.). respectively, and most and least preferred
(MP or LP) operation training and maintenance responses by drdes (0). Training, known-item maintenance, and generalization probe response data are plotted by trials
across probe and training conditions as zero (0) if the response was incorrect or imitative and as one ( + 1) if the response was spontaneous. Criterion was reached at seven
(7) consecutive spontaneous (unprompted) train ing responses.
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